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United Press International

In Our 87th Year

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, September 28, 1966

U. S. Navy Captain fRetired)
Co.yand T. Forrest al Murray has
been nemed bueness administrator
of the Western Keetucky Regional
Mental Health and Mental Retardation Advisory Based. His sappolar-lament became effective Septetnber 15.
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We do not intend to keep harping on the strike at Tapasn, but
amazed at
* we cannot leeip but be
the fantastic laeses emus/loaded
by the three months work stoppage.

he city
on a
) MTVc

geld ad here

Less In salary atriounted to $1.008,000 for the three months" 36,000 ranges were vat produced at a
loss of $5.200,000 in production.
There was a Iowa of more than
$600.000 in retell sales arid credit

give up
lied at
▪ who
i there

retirement

aceenan •
oho ran
, • car
"Don't
ady" he
I mine".

This war offset wane by tea -fleet-.
by the union to members Single
men were paid MOO • week.
married men 136'00 and married
men with chlkiren $3000 However
this amounted to only around
$200,000 which Is leas than one
fifth of the wages lost

Cases Are Heard By
City Judge Dunn On
This Tuesday Night

•

IA VI"

1.

en We new know that two adonal
plants who were very interested
In Murray. arrived in Murray at
the peak of the stoppage They
sae whet the isisor climate was
and MR in a ,hurry They krit 36Several oases were heard in the
bit at what they esa here. Day Court of Oay Judge William
H ,Jake) Dunn Sas peat we.eik
The only paint we are trying le Records show the foible-try occurnot
does
make is Chit a 'strike
red
help anybody, the employee& the
J 8 Outland, charged with
cmparry or the camrnunfty
public drunterineas, entered plea of
guilty. fined $1500 plus $4.60 costa
We simerely hope that in the futHigginbottnen, charged
3 L
ure any negotiations ran be car- with public drunkenness. entered
ried out with die theme bean( we plea at guBle. fitie_d $1500 plus
are going to get ereether the on- • 90 coats.
ly pablem Is Jun how we vaa
Rhodes. charged with
B
M
acconwiLeh K"
DWI, &menial to redden driving,
-- —
entered plea of gul, fined $100
This ran be done if all concerned paw t1.150 Oita _ _
try'.
sell h0W
A 3 Carniatt, charged with
DWI amended to recielesi drrving,
Karr pewee on either ride brings entered pima of gualty, fined $100
no limitary benefits, or good ris- plus $450 costs
lat.onahlta
D H Robr-son. charged with
driving, amended
to
reckiess
Ant GarrIpsa has topped t h e breach of peace, entered plea of
adage of "carrying coals to New- guilty, tined $1000 phi.. $4.30 oasts
curie
He is Wapping dairy IwoNoel Cow, charged with public
ducts to Wasconaln
(Centlneed an Page Mai
- -—
We are getting some repercussions
or maybe some u ishful thinking
on Stars in My Crown A release
• from the Institute of Outdoor
Drama points out that out door
dramas in 12 ales performed for
It is new automobile Ume in
1,061,000 people Thome business Murray once again and load dealattracted by these dranum a- ers have gone sia out to make the
mounted to $31.122.000 for nearby cocerein as festive ILI possible
With Murray being the /trona
areas Met year
automobile market. that S Is. dealThe $OON= Tooter Story at ers have fIlVidell on etsplay in their
Bardstown has bed eight seasons. chow roam.% of many different
Lnal autanatele caniers
thIs pest one naeci as the nvost styles
• euccesitul Of the 46,236 peopte and the aseenated businesses; that
who viewed it net year. 51 per ocenparnent this part of the ecocent were from out of the state. nomy make a great contrbution to
and
the business tone
--- —
The Beek of Jcb at Pineville just Cs2ktvay Comity
Dealers have faxed
up and
ended its eighth season and now
It win be held at a winter hams painted up. getting ready for the
St Leh.ph Acres. Moeses hear shoeing of the new cars
Readers are urea/ to look thrPort Myers from January 10 to
ough tedaya Ledger and Times,
Meech 13
read Lhe dealer advertesenweits,
4 star. in My Crown was ai good a leak ever the illustrations of the
new cars and go visa the dealer
enntinued ..n rage Fouri
showrooms

e
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It Is New Car Time
Once Again In Murray

of Murray

pro

Chorus Line
Feature Of
Sigma Capers

Mrs. Lora Williams
Claimed By Death

Forrnet. 49, was chief of etact
for the Navy's pranary ann-suemarrne carter Lase group ineelae-d with the development of tactick
and eppreisal and intstirrat011 of
new eateptnerits.
As chief of staff. he &meted a
staff of 19 seraor officers who ad-monster a total of 4.500.pereannel.
Before beeig promoted to chief
o staff in ?shivery. 1963. Capt.
Forrest was deputy chief of staff
at - operatrene end-,-phms---for •-theonnrnsree7 operational teat and
eve anion force. At that posateen
he panned, noordinated and provided supervisory direction to °am• hereeve
new
evaluaaoras of
weapons and WARMS 1111ClUding
over 200 active projects. He directed the activities of seven subordinate,: aviation mundane and
detachment., trading 1.500 -people,
as well in these of a large heed-

Mrs. Lora leen Williams was
claimed by death last night at
8- 46 at her hane on Murray
Route Five at the Barad River
Boat Dock She was 54 years of
The is kicking "Rix kedge WC.
shown above have been in meThe Williams family were formheal for • full week under the
direction oi-Oratit Penney of the er residents Of °Mon County.
Jerome Canna Productions. Mrs. Term, but had made their homs
Don Keeler, aumarnan of the tal- near .the Blood River Boat Doc*
ent oommtteee was able to get for the past three years Mn,
Frank Puszulo. • musk mans* Williams and her husband. Elmer,
finer Murray State University to were married In 1927.
no for the pracuce
pity the
Survivors are her husband. trAir.
menota.
Irma limerend of Murray.
Vire chores tine viiiilltipmeir
latiodsow
of Ot Lowle,
English, James
Mesdames Rai
Jerry of Clayton. Tenn two brolesatinaed on Page Six)
,
thers, R L. Willeuns of
Ky.. and Leeman:1 Williams of
Plymouth. Marie, eleven grandchit-leen, one great grandclead

Preor to his navy career. (ain.
Forrest did saes promation and
undenvriang work.
A 1938 graduate of the Univereity of CaLlornita Capt Forrest
received he Naval echmation from
the Naval Fight Training and
Nayal Line Sehoels and Naval
War College. where he was a
1963 graduate He alas completed
numereus graduate level courses in
prafessamal matters as well as in
perearmel management
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Misr Nancy Baker
Is Semifinalist

Dr. And Mrs. V. W.
Etherton Back Home

Mb. Melanie Boyd
.

. Is Commended

There will be a meeting at the
Tburaday
Scuth Sole Restaur
reght at '7:00 p.m. of all intereeted
persons for the purpose of organizing a Murray-Canoe/0e County Builders Ass:nation. All buildfrig contractors, sub-contractone
building aupply dealers, realties,
ttome appliance etealere, and anyone else interested in farming this
aseocatem are cerdielly invited to
attend.
Mil Carter, Executive Sniretal7
of the West Kentucky Builders
Assecation of Paducah. and John
Rnensun of the Kentucky Builders Aseecatien of Louisville will
be guest speakers They will inform the alitending group of the
:advantages of having a builders
azsaciation in the conirmenny and
other important factors concerning the organization
All building contractors are urged to attend. Refreshments will be
served.

Motorcycle Scramble
Race Being Planned

The Murray Jaycees arid the
Ken-Lake Cycle Club e al coaponsor a lactorcycle Scramble
Race Saturday reale October 1
at the Jaycee Calloway County
Pair grounds.
Forrest to an affiliate of the
Time tends begin at seven pm.
Bete. Theta Pi fraternity
(Continued From Page 1)
Raymend Savignor, vice president of Citizens Bank and, Tried
Co , Paducan, as chaennan of the
Regional Mental Health and MenLai Retardation Advisory Board.
which was incorporated in Janu-ary of this year.
Steve Reed, ten year okt son of
- -Mr and Mrs. George Reed of

Quiet Day Reported
By Police Here
—

..

Meeting Is Set For
Organization Of
Builder Association

Steve Reed Lands
Bass With New Gift

„e

Hollywood Moves
To Union City

Funeral services will be held
DYERSBURG, Tenn. gal - Dy- Thursday at ten am. at the
ersburg and Union Clic Twat White-Ranson Funeral Home in
will become movie locations In Union City. Tenn. with Rev. Elmer le Morgan officieting.
November
,
At least three dam of dledilog
Interment win be in the Old
are planned In the two cities durRepublican Cemetery in Olson
ing the fOining of "In The Heat
with the arrangeCeunty. Term
Of The Nyht." itarring Sidney
merits by the White-Ranson FunPoker and Rod Steiger.
end Home where friends may call
"Dyersburg MB estabilsh the lopin5
11
mid unit
eale at the
publicist Leonand Shannon -That
locate is a smak town in the deep
south"
A variety of backgrounds will
be shot in Dyersburg. Mending
Dr an/ Mrs. V W Ethettnn
ieiera! tielatfa Shooting in Union have returned from Atlanta. Ga.
Caty sal feature hotel acenea. laid where they became members of
Shannon.
Lefe Foundation," a Chiropraotic
P.Irning of the movie by the orKantaatIon _dedicated to research,
%Lewitt Corp began Tuesday at Lowering the -hen coat of health
Sparta, Ill.
care and serving the sick and
suffering humanity."
FULA IlLAJUCET
Dr. Etherton participated in research on the nervous /eastern and
All Zetaa and friends who have long life of the turtle, showine
articles for the Zeta Depantnnena the relet1onahlp of the protected
Flea Market are faked to bang sp.ne arid long life.'
then to the American Legion
As a member, Dr. Merton all/
Hall. Friday, September 30, be- be doing researth for the Life
tween 500 and 600 pm
Founds tam

From October. .1967 to 1960, Capt.
Forrest headed the air-bunched
eeeled
of the
Bureau cif Naval Wes:pens In that
capacity, he planned and directed
the riezessary iernarch, development and budget matters for all
of the U. S. Navy air weapans.
From 1941 to 1967. Capt. Forrest
served as an operaternal Naval
center and Naval aviator, progreeeng through all echelons cif
reepanabaity from pilot to squadron cammander.

Cittieedf Palma Brent Mandan
add " this Morning that a guest
day and Mid was observed by
the Murray Police Department an
Tut-edge'
The Palace did not lame any
A
citations during that period
minor traffic accident was reported at 4 15 pm Tuesday at 13th
and Poplar Streets, ha no report
was filed on the collision.

Nancy Baker
Semi-Finalist
In Program
One student from Murray Math
School Is listed is a sernifinaltst
in the twelfth animal National
Merit Scholarship Corporation regret leaded for the 1966-67 Nihon
year.
Miss Nancy I Baker was listed
RA a seeafaulee She will mane
in mathernatees and languages in
college.
She was one of 14.000 listed in
the United States as a whole
The lista are putitened, according to the program directors, in
order to recagnize *triers:3 for
high scholastic achievement and
(Continued an Page Three)

1000 Sharp believes in putting
gifts to work at once and that 'is
What he did with a new rod and
real praesoted to htin by Don
Burchfield.

itriseiteiss-tor move=

fig

Largest
Circulation
Both In City
And In E-ounty

1

Vol. LXXXVII No. 229

HP Per Copy

quarters snit of approximately
100 senior afficers and e..varans.
He served se deputy chief of
nen from January, 1960 to February, 1963.

Forrest Is married to the termer Menlyn Meson, ciauehter of
-he late Dr. and Mrs Rob Mason
of Murray. They have two sons, 13
and 10 ywas of age.
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Gaylord Forrest Is Named As
Region Board Administrator
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with Min over dhe w
and the days fish.ng ranked in
three largemouth bass which Steve
landed. The
mast three poimcb and he plans
to heve it mounted.
The bass were caught in Barkley Lake on a lb, teat line with
a spinner Shyster
Steve was ten on September 24
and had a birthday party He is
in the fifth grade at Austin School
and as a Ledger and Tunes car*ier boa
•

Probation Is
Granted To
Four Monday
Little action has taken place in
Calloway Circuit Court this week
thus far with the exception of
rulings ow Monday,
John Rogers, Hebert Lee Waleon, Sonny Leroy Wilson arid
of whcen were
DEIN& Brown, each '
sentenced to two years on two
different counts in the robbery 'of
Uncle Jeff's, were aM probated or
three years. They pleaded runty
to the charge- of entering the
stare on US 641 South and removing several thousand dollars
worth of menctandine
Both Robert lee Watson tunt
Sonny Leroy Wilson are till being held by local authorities to
see at Imxliaris will accept theta
on probation If they do not accept them, they will then hese to
serve the aentence.
The aim of Omer Meaty,
tiVred3Skey. wag continued. Mr. Minim
is' In the hospital.
come of Leonard Miller, Jr..
charged math conversion of property, was continued. Ile is In
the veterans hospital in Lextipton. He *al be tried five days
he mite out of the hosPitar
Lemon Peeler, charged with forgery. waa sentenced to two years
at Eddyville. A motion for probation is pending
a
Charles Houaden, received
prabetion of three years on a °aid
check charge.
J. L. Gantt. charged with obtaining money under tense pretenets hid his motion for probation overruled anal he will serve
one year In Fektyvele
Several civil stiles remain on
Use court einem and a murder
aim is set for Catcher 111 Haw
Kenn is charged with murderirg
her husband. Jahn Will Henri.

ter

af-

irit••• mama Lx- Mis;'Ann Wouicits
Speaker Tuesday For
Kirksey PTA
Mrs Ann Woad, remedial reading teacher for Almo and Lynn
Orove Ekerientary Schools. was
the speaker at the meeting of the
Parent-Teacher
School
Irartsery
Aasociation heart Tueaday at 1 10
pm.. at the eniool
The speaker gave an informsUve and Instructional talk on ways
your chile to become a
be he.
better reader as to creating interest and woes at study She
played a game with ambles on
Cash cards to show how difficult
It Is fora beginner child to learn
to read
,
Mrs Ward and feir each to let
her °WM see that ,readarig is Mar(Continued ea Page Slat

Mrs. Alva Shemwell
Dies Last Night

Reeve With Ram

Mrs Alva Lou Wood Shensweel
of Senates Rouge Two eked at 11 15
pen last night at the Benton
Municipal Hceptal She was 79
years of see and a former resi(Continued on Page sly

!Ha-

Young People Of County Are Prepared Well for Higher Education
6
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Ed Note This is the fifth and
final installment cif an actinic deal.
Kat with the yuutift Pedlile at Murray and Calloway County and the
colleges and sauversitice they are
attending' this retool year Loan
stadents graduate from University
High. Clalloway County High gal
Murray Malt school& aind filtfT tntkeritistisy Lake: 6 am. MILL town. and inevemites all over the
:e'en 02, below' darn 302.8, tip
eel
04
anticley lake 3663, no change;
• ace darn 3026. down 0.8..
sunrise 5 49, sunset 5 45.
Merin set.s 4 38 am.
The Murray State University
West Kentucky
- Ceinenierablie Murree Bridge Club will meet
cloudiness and coulee- this after- Saturday, Oateber I, at 7 30 pm.
noon becalming clear and con In the cafeteria of the Student
, meetly cloudy Una-in &bedew on North 15th
tenant Thuredny
arid mild High tins ellen-arm fel Street
to 72. Winds newtherty 7. to II
All ternary
staff couples are
mare per hour low tonight meat- urged to an
A spade inviteIn the 508 High Thursday in -inn la eine
to all new cornthe 701u Outlaw* for Friday partly ers to the University
cloudy and mild Drying condilargesse% are Mrs „I allies Fee
tioner this afternoon fair with 753-227.6 and Mrs James Reyes
dean:Ants in the 50a.
753-2500.

•

MSU Couples Bridge
Club Will Meet

nanon Most cif them do well which fertnation will be pubtinhed
at Murray State University She of West Mocklenbure School in Tenn. is where Miss Sherry "thick.
ler, daughter of Rev. mid Mrs. T. A.
o the daughter of Mr and Mrs. leitgaritate, N. C.
attests' to the quaulity education
Be Jr Plorkeen
Jack Speeele of Raswell, N M.,
Munn Sholsr ts a chemistry MA- Thaciter, has returned for her junwhet county students are receive
arid granddaughter of Mr and Mrs. ler at Murray State as he enrolls ior year Her major is English Elie
Ledger an‘l Times Staff Writer
jig from the three
kral
high
%area Taylor and Mrs. Pauline as a second semester freshman. He Is secretary of the junior cams and
A errand semester senior at Murwho* Altholech this is the list
Spagle of Murray
I. the son of Mr and Mrs. Mgr
(Continued on Page SIM
article of this wren, parents of ray State is Louis Parker, eon of
Shale r
students 'the have not beers bided Mr and Mrs. Vernie •Parker Of
Entering Merray State as a freshA freshman at lafuirray State ma.
are Invrted to call In Inforrnation Murray He it majoring Us mathe- man is See Shroat, son a! Mr and erring in physical elec.-eters is Miss
aJoric5
At their ceild and this informn. matics and physics His wife is the Mrs John Shrezt. He I'.
Joan Casurin daughter of Mr and
Ibis about their child and this in- former Regale Smith. daughter of In busineas anti is a 1966 graduate Mrs. Tracy tannin She is a 1964
Mr and Mrs. Loyd Small of Pa of University High School
graduate of Calloway ('aunty High
Micah
Miss Dee Garrett, daughter of School,
Rill Parker, eon of Mr sod Mrs. Ool. and Mrs Jack Blackwell, is
Jimmy Dale Oman, ton of Mr.
Thuraidev night will be Ladles
Vensie Parker, is a sophernere at , erphtnore at Murray State Untive
and Mrs. Troy Ontrin, is a sophia Night at the rescuer weekly meetMurray State University lie mace say.
more at Murray Rate majoring in ing of the Murray Kiwarsis Club
field of study is mathematics
History In the major field of sturdy rvericulture.
to be held at the Woman's Club
Miss Carolyn apeegle is a
for Barry Drew, son of Mr and
Union Universitet at Jackson, House at 6 - 30.
Ocenerettee memaers and Den
Mrs Robert Drew of Bridgelefon,
Principal speaker will be Gov.
Withers of Out Pack 145 met, at
Corm He is married to Miss AnJce inner of Ben torn. Governor
MEET SATURDAY
the trine of Mr and Mrs Loyd Square
nette Thonenen, diessehter of Mr.
of Lifetree One, Kentucky-TennesScone en Monday eight to damns
end Mrs lanvell Thurman Of Maisee
Khanna
Ieterreinenal
Lt,
pens for the reining year and to
nly, and she las employed at the
The Retired Civil Service Em- 0-cry H L Coker, at Padura.h. Lt.
era im meeting dates
The Murray Square Dance Can Murray-Calloway Cesinty lirysaital, ployees ChM will meet at nine Gov at Dials/on One of KentuckyMiss Rebecca Teitiref is a freela am Saturday, October I. in the Tennessee Khvares Internal tonal,
The next. meeting will be hen! will meet Saturday. October 1, at
Ocent Room here in Mur- Is also expected to attend
on Tuesillay, October 4 The re- eight prn in the Fine Arts bulid- man at Murray State mainang In
Mrs Glenn Donen will entertain
mainder of the year they will be ing. et Munray State University elementary" aluete ion She is the ray.
Lefty Tidds firm Jackson, Mo., daughter of Mr and Mn. .1. 'D.
Al! retired civil service employees with monies BM Boyd will sot as
- (Condemned on Page Six)
will be the
Teitkiff
of Murray and a graduate are invited to attend,
ller,
master of ceremonies
•

Kiwanis Club Will
Hold Ladies Night

Pack Members Hold
Planning Meeting

Dancers To
Meet On Saturday

Nephew Of George
Lilly Is Killed
O. C. Lilly, son of Mr arid Mra.
B. F. Lilly of Marion, was killed
Saturday night in an automobile
wreck near Princeton He 1010, In
SPC07111 year at Murray State majoring in trichatrial arts
Untie of the victim, J C Lilly,
will preach the funeral at the
First Septa* Church, Marlon. to- '
day at two pm.
Survivors in addition to his parents; are five sistere. Mrs Todd
Brow-n, Eddyville, Mrs
Phillip
Stone. Peoria, M., Mrs leal Ray
Lynn, Marian, Moses Minnie Lou
and Jeannie Lilly of Marion; CCP
brother, Master Eat W F. Lay,
U.S Air Force
0 T Line of Murray in an
uncle. His grandmother is Mrs.
Walter Oralton of Marion
Interment. will be in a Marton
cemetery

•••

•
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TIMIS - 1111311R•Y, KENTUCKY

Terry Hanratty, Jim Seymour
Make Irish A Good Contender

THE LEDGER & TIMES
PUBLISHED by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY.
Consalidatem ug me Murray Ledger, The Callow/en Tram, and The
Tram-Herald, Octocer 20, 1128, and the West Kentuckian, Jegguitey
1, 1942.

ti*Mst ailLews

JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
We reserve the right tii lintel any Advection& Letters lo the
ar PLA:11/C Voice items whicti, in our spawn, are not for tbe best interest of our readers.

Me Almanac

By JOE GERGEN
UPI Sports Writer
A green fir
NEW YORK tin
Ineogertence poison combination of
Terry Hanratty-to-Jim Seymour has
made Notre Dame a nationel nompiteetup contender and the nest of
the nation's colleges green with
ens,,,
quarterHanessen. an 13-year.
bank. and Seymour. a 19-yeereed
reediwer, Owned the testi errand 13
Wade Bar 376 Anis Saturdan as
the Irak beat Purdue 36-14 and
swept into third place in the United Preen Laternationtil bowel of
ranches trainee ratings
Nure Dame, whom lack of a bonnie*. palmier bet sessun oast the
Ire* dearly, thus threatened the
reign of Mohnen Soate as the
No. 1 teen in the nasion. The teems
wiil meet at Bast twine *ter In
the season

!Dodgers Make
It As Don

Hanreety and Seymour give Notre
Dame a parang cambina.uun potentially as explosive as the John
linestailinJack Snow tsinciten winch
Are. Paremegyian's
web boosted
Wild Irian wary to the national
MI'101996. Only•leetrabitite loes
In enallellia Oidalornin10 On -Notre
minis of ass sumo
dee tiny.
Dame Mee going
Five *Odra from Mich at the
seem 'seraphical arab of Me naWan ouseprise the UPI board Hach
week they vote on the up 10 teeing
with poltra dietributed on a 10- 0-t- 7--4--8-4-3-2 1 bass for
votes from find to 10th

AMMO

A

•

Internatismal
by Indeed Pr
NATIONAL Itnn'it/SENTATIVIES: WALLACX WITMEJt CO., 1501
Media* Ave., bilecogibli, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y.;
with
te
th 94 31"
271et day of 1906"
the
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, MichTail"•
tonna.
Entered at the Poet Office, Murray, Kentucky, fur tranoniesion es
7
The moon a between its Ira I
Senora Class Matter.
nuerter and full phase.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. By Carrier in Murray. per week 25c. per month
The mornmg sr..r• are Saturn,
MAL In Callosity at adjoining oransies, per year, "4.50, elsewhere, elLOS Mars and Jupiter
By MT MEYERS
'I he eimeng star is Satinet
-The Oftedisedeg Citric hamd of • Casanianity W nes
UPI Sports Writer
Amerhan grain reformer Pranclimiseeny of Mg neninnemen
Don Drysdale shaped up end the
es Wileard wee born on thus den
Las Azigeles Dodgem shipped ad.
tn 1839
WEDNESDAY - SEPTEMBER 28, 1966
The Dodgem found cieshr Wing
On this dm in history.
In 1744.
thealerntows ahead on their animal cruse to
sang -God dave the King' tor Ow Natexan Logue peewit when
the fiewt taine after the Jacobites DrnvillIe regained tbe form that
rid ben IQ 23 Wailes in Mo.
Id by bonnie Prince Mares deAllen kin famous dial holdout
feated Steramh forces under Sir
Iy N1TLD rItESS LeTkanArlONAL
With Sandy Kansa pawned him
SAN FRANCISCO - Patrolman Alvin Johrison, des- Jahn Cope.
In Mir. Pree.dent Franklin D from tating advantage of obis We
cribing his fatal shooting of a 16-year-oid Negro boy who was
Roosevelt dedicated the Boone- fits of sprang training. Deride* ap
fleeing from a stolen car:
Spectacular Victory
ville Dam on the Columba River peered steep* mem the season
doing
could
I
avoid
to
everything
what I
**I tried to do
began and experienood difficulty
in Oregon
did."
The spectacular victory over Pun
In 1996, Germany and the Soviet groiltvrag the tall with tee oid-time
due, whit& bed been rated seventh
Union armed JG • plan to pert- sing The tali righthender awned
She premiers week, shot the Irish
rake se many Wes es victornn
TOKYO - Hun Tho chief of the Communist Viet Con, ,
Poiend
all the ray Boni 13t.h place into
describing a new and shortened list of conditions in return for
In 19116, Mount T3,111 volcano by Ube /Arm Win
• oratendlog position belund U. C.
-I was lousy the lint half of the
erupted in the Philippines. rail=
peace in Viet Nam:
lay raked Press International
A., 10t held second.
We
"The unchanging goal of our struggle is to defeat com- at least 194 persons Whole eV- season I needed 'eery tat of
Want at the than and method.
WS
•
tellowtng
Stens,
higan
M
sax metes of spree training to get
pletely the aggressive war cif the US. imperialists, overthrow :ages sere manna ed by the steamdruhteng of Penn Mate. renewed nal Ixeciew in the Ohio Valley Coninto shape, Drysdale adnatseil
lava.
the Saigon puppet administration, found a broad and demo- ing
: ference stetistics went to unbeaten
la fire-place von* and 305 points
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Motorcycle . . .
(Continued on Page Three)
with the races starting at eight
p.m. Kenneth Theinas. chairman..
cf the event, said that n.ders
from six stages will be riding for
trophie_s arid prizes. .
. Thanes pointed out that there
will be bur classes of cycles, and
10 ta 14 events will be run.
According to Itowased Steeley,
Jaycee Pre:extent, this is the second such race to be run here in
Murray, and, is expected to be the
biggest nice of this kind in West
Kentucky.
Steeires further said that this
type of race le nat based on speed
alone. The track will have left
and r4ryt hand turns and the
riders skill is mott important in
winntni. Another incentive for the
riders is the fact that in addition
to trapheas the• will be money
prizes given.
Admission will be $1.00 with
children under 12 admated free.

Fury for 1967 has All-New Exterior
Appearance that Gives Big Car Look
The 1967 Plymouth Fury has a striking all-new exterior
appearance with flowing styling for a big car look.
The design emphasizes the Plymouth size (213.1 inches
long on a 119-inch wheelbase), and clearly identifies it as
the luxury car in the conventional-size low-price field.
The addition of three new hardtop roots, each with its own dis- 'Sport Fury Fast Top and V I P
tinctive silhouette, gives hardtop two-door hardtops have a new
models a completely different flow-through ventilation system
look. The Sport Fury two-door as standard equipment. The sysFast Top and V I P two-door tern eliminates outside wind noise
hardtops have a new close-cou- which occurs with windows open
pled roof with a semi-fastback and is tenable of changing the air
profile, the Fury Ill ad Sport Fury about four times each minute in
two-door hardtop roofline is crisp a car that is traveling at 60 mph
with a wide inset, rectangular rear with all windows closed and all
window.Four-door hardtops have ventilators open.
Interiors of the 1967 Plymouth
a rakish roof which features a
more forma! appearing rear win- Fury are designed for both safety
and
comfort. Major safety andow treatment
The entire body has a honed provements have been made in
appearance. Sharp character lines the instrument panel. A deep,
flow along the body sides and safety-padded brow extends full
fenders. The upper character line width above the panel.
rises just ahead of the rear wheel SAFETY ADVANCES
to form the top peak of the rear
Improvements for safety are apquarter panel.
car. There
Seat upholstery and door trims parent throughout the
is
dual braking as standard equipPlymouth
the
throughout
are new
ment which ,provides separate
Fury line for 1967.
hydraulic systems for front and
VARIETY OF MODELS
rear brakes to prevent complete
There are 25 models in the loss of brakes should a part of one
both
with
line,
Plymouth Fury
system fail.
six-cylinder and V-8 engines ofSteering wheels have been
fered generally in the Fury I, newly designed to hatter absotb
V-8
Only
series.
III
Fury II. Fury
energy in case of impact. Engipower is available in both the neers tested over 600 designs, in
Sport Fury, which is offered as a searching for the best possible
convertible, a two-door Fast Top
combination of styling, safety,
and a two-door hardtop, and the
luxury V I P, which is built as a flexibility and construction.
The new impact-absorbing
two- or four-door hardtop! The
line includes six four-door sedans; steering column is designed to
two'
collapse
at a controlled rate-like
five two-door hardtops; four
door sedans and two-seat station a telescope-d there is a hearbon
wagons; and two convertibles,'collis,on. If the driver is thrown
four-door hardtops, and three- against the wheel, the column'can
seat station wagons.
, close even more, reducing the
Plymouth Fury buyers have a fume of the impact. It is standard
engines:
different
choice of five
equipment on all Plymouth cars.
The MS - cubic inch engine is
Should it be necessary to stop
standard on all six -cylinder mod- the car on the road, the hazard
els and the 318-cubic inch plant is warning system may be operated_
the standard V-8. The three opkeep the tail lam,. and. parking
tional V-fis have displacements of to
lamps flaahing as a warnine to
3133 and 440-cubic inches.
other drivers. The picas in,ide
year
NEW VENTILATION
door handles iniroauced
All four-door hardtops and the are continued.
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1967 Plymouth Fury Has Big Car Look
A striking all-new exterior appearance gines. The addition of three new
rooflines,
with flowing styling along with three new each with its own distinctive
silhouette,
hardtop roofs combine to give the Plymouth gives hardtop models a
completely differFury a distinctive big car look for 1967. ent look. New safety
features include an
The design of the new Fury emphasizes impact-absorbing steering
column, dual
its size (213.1 .inches -long on a 119-inch braking, a deep, safety-padded
instrument
wheelbase), and clearly identifies it as the panel and a hazard warning light system.
luxury car in the conventional-size, low- All four-door hardtops
and some two-door
price field. In the Fury line there are 25 hardtops have a new flow-through
ventilamodels in five series-Fury I, II, III, Sport tion system as standard. Shown is
the Sport
Fury and V I P, with a choice of five en- Fury two-door Fast Top.

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Everyone tells me
how lucky I am to have this
jewel
Now. here's the rub: Bruce all
can him) was a bachelor, laving
wrili his mother when I, married
lem I agreed to keep my job
until we could afford a nice home.
Now, a year latter, I heve bought
all the geocesses and paid the
rent. Bruce doesn't have one eutt
of clothes at our apartment. He
shaves and Mowers st his moatAurs- keno eeleTersing there escort ha socks and urrierwear He
even gets he mail there.
I have never aeen a hank statemmt. • Paycheck. or a canceled
oheok Al hit personal pmens and
records are looked up in a strong
box at his nalther's When I mention these things to ham he just
smiles If I punsue it further he
Waft MIMI and ignores me The
neweexiper is the on thing he
buys, and he reads your column.
so please pros this, and tel me
what to do,
BEWILDERED

goes to
with fise 0
so top in
13 tomes

intercepttal of 40
meptions.
ohn Ogler
r Weatern
waive and
ccead two
107 *yards
U e Gusa
O

amide ten
three as
ha team
Ilennesse.
I'
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DEAR BEWILDERED: Did you
MARRY this little boy. or adopt
your
gaid - natures
reit
ban!
"jewel" that he is about to be
polished off USINIS he fame the
remoreabilltiee of, marriage like
a man And if he doeveret, sent
his socks and underwear over to
his mother.... and add hie via";
Mg paper.' to the rest of his "re_
cords."

0

NANCY BAKER . . .

children Weer go ny the rules. I
wish you would mention this in
nor column. Maybe the guilty
parents will see it and take the
hint.
BURNED UP
DEAR BURNED VP: Not only
Is it unfair to the other children,
It is unfair to their own child.
The real "prise" is in learningnot hi winning.
•••

'Sonny'Can't Face Married Life

Er IS the
yards for
ri average

PAGE TERME

TIMER ••• MURRAY, IEENTITORT

CONFIDENTIAL TO "NO NAMES, PLEASE" IN PASSAIC: A
blood test will tell you who the
baby's father ISN'T - not necessarily who the baby's father IS.
• • •

and she doesn't do a thing wtth
her hob It is an absokite maw
She probably worakins why she
doesn't appeal to any of the guys.
My problem is how to hexane,
friendlierws her an I can help
her imps:we her books wtthout
her thinking I want to get (Weer
to her because of her money and
new car I lust oan't sit by and
Wilibeh her mi.% out on en the fun.
wArrm TO HELP
DEAR WANTS: 'fell har,r, La a
eke 'wee If she ramie It, year
friendship is over, If not. you're
In business.
• • •

Problern.sa wrtte to Abby Box
69700 L(ri Angeles Oal 90069 For
a personal reply, vicloose a stamped. self-adclrewed meet/ape
•••
Hate to write letters! •Send $1
to Abby. Box 69700. Los Angeles,
Cal, 90069 for Abby's booklet.
"Hew to Write Letters for All
Occasions."

(Continued From Page 1
to bring them pi the attention of
colleges and erganizatiores whicn
offer sohalasshipts
Miss Baker is the daughter of
Mr. and MIS. Dale Baker.
Nancy is among the highestsconng students in the state of
Kentucky on the National Merit
&hearse:Sp Qualtlying That, admit:ease:ad last spring in 17.500
schooLe nationwide.
An active worirer in the Library .0116. Nancy is also a member Of Trt-Hi-Y and is on the
Trager yearbook staff.
Sesallowilite are representative
of the eoUrrtrre most intellectually
able young people, according to
John M. fkailnaker, • president of
the National Merit Elohohrship
Corporation "These students bring
honor not only to themselves, but
also to their families, thee teerhers, and their cominureama Stalraker said
Melanie Howe daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Valium Boyd, was awarded a letter of commendation
for her high performarce on the
test_ She is among 38,000 students
in the United States who scored
in the upper two percent af those
who will graduate from
high
wheal tn 1967 Melanie is secretary of the senior class, a member of Trl-HiY and is on the
vs,Li-I-rink staff.

All-New Body,Longer Wheelbase Plus
Many Improvements in Valiant a-'or '67
Plymouth Valiant for 1967 has an all-new body, a twoinch-longer wheelbase, and contains many improvements
for economy, safety, and perforinance.
Although the multi-mill-on eollar tooling for the new
body has changed Valiant's appearance, the car's character remains unchanged. It is still among the least expensive of all American-made- cars to own and to operate,
consistent with the marketing position held since it was
first introduced in 1960.
As Plymouth's entrant in the r—
compact-car field. Valiant is de- missions include the following:
signed as a true economy car with neutral -to-reverse shifting has
a low purchase price, economical been made smoother; a new partoperation, and inexpensive up- throttle kickdown arrangement
keep. With all of its economical downshifts the transmission from
advantages, the 1967 Plymouth direct to second without flooring'
Valiant brings new contemporary the accelerator pedal; effort to opstyling to its price clan. The new erate the parking sprag has been :
wheelbase is 108 inches,two inches reduced by about 28 percent.
longer than the 1966 model.
•
MANY SAFETY FEATURES
While external dimensions apSafety features are prominent
proximate those of the 1966 Val- in the 1967 Plymouth Valiant. The
iant, the 1967 model offers more new energy -absorbing steering
back seat room.
column is standard equipment. In
a head-on collision, the column is
APPEARANCE IS CHANGED
designed to telescope at a conThe new body has sculptured trolled rate. Four safety lap belts
lines, which give it a long, low are again standard. Front inri belts
appearance. The sides of the body have a take-up retractor, and
crest in an.accent line which ex- front shoulder belts are availabl4
tends the length of the body a few for either factory or dealer instalinches above the wheel open'
lation. Multi - speed windshield
Side window glass is curved.
wipers, which have a glare-reductop edge of the rear window curls ing finish on wiper arms, are
upward to meet the roof.
standard equipment.
'. Also changed is the line-up of
Safety inside door handles,
models. This year there will be 8 shad like lap-belt buckles, are
models, and all will be two- or flush-mounted on door-trim panfour-door sedans. There are two els and integrated with armrests.
sedans with six-cylinder or V-8
engines, in each the V-100 and WARNING SYSTEM
Sonnet series.
There is a hazard warning sysPlymouth Vaiiants are powered tem which indicates an emergency
by either the 170-cubic inch or by keeping the tall lamps and
225-cubic inch six-cylinder en- parking lamps flashing on cars
gines or the 273-cubic inch V-8. parked along highways; larger reOptional is the 273 with four-bar- flective surfaces on outside rearrel carburetor, unsilcnced air view mirrors and flexible,. double
cleaner, and special camshaft.
ball-joint-mounteu inside mirrors
which yield to impact, new door
IMPROVED SIX ENGINE
latches which are 50 percedt
More complete combustion with stronger than those used last year.
lbw Teniltant increase in engine Dual braking, which provides
ettetency comes from changes in separate hydraulic systems' for
the shape of the combustion cham- front and-rear brakes, is a stand*
bers in the six-cylinder engines. ard safety feature. Each system
The camshaft used in the 2s. has its own master cylinder. The
cubic inch engine is now standard new steering wheels are designed
on the 170-cubic inch six.
to absorb more energy in event
Refinements in automatic trans- of impact.

CLASSIFIEDADS
Weal.* tvotA

.0,j.ou 01_
ver this year.
Plymouth is out to

admire parents
DEAR ABBY
who take an interest in their
caletrena school work, but we
have a situation In our schdol
whxre parents are well-educated
and very smart. so if one of their
ohndren has to write a theme or
glee a Meech he was told to
mate hemself, eils parents help
hilnit with it to the extent of clothe the whole thing
Wee I happen to know thse is
an because my men pals with their
son, Who won a speech contrast
by Pray an aartserea" speech
which he father wrote for tern.
unfair to the other
I thank this
r- -

•• •

RED USO SHOW STARS -Two pretty North Viet Nam entertainers bide their time behind barbed wire after being captured with 11 men entertainers In a mare of tunnels at An
Elie 280 miles north of Saigon. The U.S. Air Cavalir:y
dubbed the group the "USO from Hanoi."
(Radiophoto)

DEAR ABBY: I know • girl
who is very nice, hot Me sure
couki use some tips ciencerniag
the betterment of her looks. She
wears n.) inake-up of any kind

Pi

DON'T LOOK NOW, Gov. Edmund G. Brown, but there's
something behind yu. The
California chief executive was
making a speech at a bipartisan political action meeting
at Rohr Aircraft in Reared& There also was a donkey facsimile on display.

•

•
4

0

Belvedere '67 Offers Two New Models
The Belvedere line, which in recent GTX, shown above, available as either a
years has become recognized as the top convertible or two-door hardtop, has been
performer in its price range, offers two designed from the ground up as an inteare
new models for 1967, the high-performance grated performance package. There

•

GROW A
PULPMILL

GTX and the economy two-seat Belvedere three other series, Belvedere I and II and
station wagon. Many mechanical and Satellite. A new impact-absorbing steersafety improvements appear throughout ing column is standard equipment. Other
the new line, which includes 22 six-cyl- safety features include dual braking, a

PLANT
TREES

inder and V-8 models on a 116-inch wheel- hazard warning light system, and larger
base for all cars except station wagons, inside rearview mirrors. Seat belts with
which have a 117-inch wheelbase. The automatic retractors are standard.,

Prevent Forest Fires

'67 Plymouth Fury. All new. All beautiful. Just to win you
over. Outside, longer and more elegant. Inside, downright
lavish. Try to say "no" to 13 enticing interiors. A Safe/Flight
instrument panel. Flow-Through ventilation (standard on
that 4-door hardtop up there). And the biggest standard and
optional V-8s in Fury's price class.
One of 25 Fury. Is out to win you over right now. Give in.

67Plymouth Fury
PLYMOUTH DIVISION 411
l t4

YA

CHRYSLER
MOTORS CORPORATION

Taylor Motors,Inc.
entucky

'-''h 4th Street

^

;

s

TEE &RAUH" a TIMES

FAGS POUR

4 rra Dunn Circle
lleets Its Home Of
ilrs. Olga Freeman

Phone 753-1417 or 753-4947

The Ledger & Times . .
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To Observe Anniversary

Miss Otrole Oman. Ocsotar
'awls lande-e:em 4 WeiloeO 'Ahn
nzun was the honcree at a
c-effee he:id at the away ore home j
of Mrs. it..len Rose Oa Keeneland !
Drive
The tredd Odbliaan was beld on
Thursday, aeploomper 22 at
o'clott Iss the mortar:4 Mrs Rom
Sera Maz Walker. anl Mrs Brent
Outland were the gramma hostesses for the event
IL-a Rose ted the brae-elect
g....ated the gutot.s im the entrance
hal of the lame anti iessied them
to the Along room.
?or the preneptal event the
honoree abcoe to sear tram he
troumeau a navy and state knit
sue web a hoeteesee gift cxsage
at %hie oarrations
The mother al the horsaree. Mrs.
Purclan J Outkind. w..att-"‘-'d
a grey atist eat and her corsage
of we carna.uas sae a inJt at
the bac:mese
was presented
kl,tottand
won A hostesses' wedding gat.
Refilatimeata oi coffee end
wane& aerie served tom the
da.reg roan wish marisal web a
lt:rve..y cloth and Oentereci with a
beetedid aremitedera 4 P511104
caryeauthisnuma.
ancoadad in the hoseendity were
eln Charms Caldwell. lam Bill
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Jones
Page_ Maw W. C. liaaaa, She.
Gus Robeermon, Je, Mrs Liam ,
Mn. and Mrs Ladle: Junes a 409 South etA Streat will ceeteste
Orogen Mrs Jerry Henry. Mrs. teen coseen eremang
suarasersary with owl home on Surhday, OctoRank ticeeccob. ilha. Rapti Urber 2 Fileinds sod relatives are invned to call between the hour; 4
ban 4 Ann Arbor. Mica., Mrs two
and.,WIre pm.
Donsid Watson. Yes. James Con- ,
Mr. and Mrs Janes were married on October 1. 1916, by Rev
verse. Mrs. Castle Parter. Mrs. PM
Davie near Cecusland, Ky.
Frank Steely. Km Mane Rogers, ,
They &es she parents of idea Pat Oarroway. Mrs. Denied PasMies Mary LosLe them of New
chall. Win. Darts Jones and Mrs Jos T. Outing They hem Ma
York. Mao Yearthea Jo Wnetther,
grand:h./siren and two great grandchildren.
the haaron her mother, and the .
r.obteaset.

wan...

dIMIO

The October 12th meetars: at
one pm will be held in the borne
of Mrs. Clarence Cobra* Manben ISSO.0 Cblable hi dile.

SOG1AL CALENDAR

Take Some Home

—

,

Butt End

lb. 35c HAM lb. 59c-69c
19c ,
19c CORN
CREME
39c
JUICE 46 oz. 29c COOKIES

0

COI NTY KIST Whole Kernel While or YelioW - 12-og. can

K• RAFT MARSHMALLOW - 7-Ounces

STRIETMAN PEANUT BUTTER PITTER-PATTER

0

DEL MONTE PINEAPPLE - 46-Ounces

El-IVOR-KIST JUMBO CREME - 22 Ounces

MAXWELL HOUSE

35c
COOKIES
69c
lb.
COFFEE
Dumplings 39c PIES 12for 33c
29c
CRISCO 3ibs. 89c PRUNES

•

l• MBO - Boa o112

SWEET SUE CHICKEN and - 15 Ouncis

lb Ounces

DEL MOTE DRIED

SUNP-LOW

KiaLy.s

II

15- 25° MEAL _
.
.

- 5 LRS. 374.

EAT B %Lei — — —

Kraft Grape

Dixie Belle

Klatt

10' CRACKERS

MUSTARD

Int

box lir JELLY

10-oe.

arm. CROffflir- White. Yellow

or Des11 rood

DENTY MOORE _ 15 Ounces

29c
39c Cake Mix
25c
11b.
COCOA
39c
HASH
lmon 69c
WISK
$(1,...,149
3c PINEAPPLE
nk Sa
Lux
49c
Margarine lb. 39c Dressing
29a,
LEMONS _ _ _ _
FLOUR POT

BEEF STEW

11 ERSHEI

ARMOUR CORNED BEEF

DOUBLE Q -

2

(an

moNTE - Sliced Of Crean

lgal.

APPLES
SLAW
BANANAS
RED POTATOES _ _

.0 1 ,, (an

ye)

•

I MIRACLE WHIP SALAD - Quart

Mt'IHA W1111 F

FROSTY ACS

fez

5lbs.SW

4 lbs

g
bag

19'

CREST
TOOTH P ST F:
Reg. 09t
Size

59f

FRENCH

FRIES- - - -2Is.250
iz PIESea.29
aAll

JOHNSON'S

jcootoi.

4

49c

Whole or Shank

l'lEI.D FULLY COOK ED

BEEF

eR Pan d
u:
la(:
the 12'112"
We regi"especially
Mastiors
unce
such a perfect letting for the pro. LIQUID
Illalhaday, September 23
duction A Stele more hen Iron
Use Wegienb HIrxIcusey unthe sate end II would have gone
LIIPICHIAL
over, or' a Niels meet support from ion el the andbiegsters Region
surrounding anima would have *II COMO at Ho Mit Memel
Muni, at 9 46 am_
Clara
done the mune thing.
Me. T. A. Thacker of the MeThe neweletter gives some inter- morial Baptist Church a the preesting points about other produc• ••
tions The Crazy Horse Pageant.
The ladles day lumbers en be
at Hot Springs. S D for Indere* uste• ari pmt.re vabry for • serval at noxi at tbe allover
stage Arid the 14artnon Peant County mutiny alub. Ilesistses
be liseinese <law Hark
at HE Cuanorah. N. Y. saes sound
speakers wtOch are II feet side Ftebert Wigan Hat Maui Haase.
Rubin Awns, IS amok Pinot
and 9 feet deep.
Holcomb, Parenuir aglims„ and
Mr.. John Stamps ass the megrims _kidder lior the can* meet. °say /he 4 the flags of the 69 Maria' gawk.• • •
bed by the Wannest We- stales in the United States fall
Friday. Saelemsber 30
&winery Satiety of the Illha Orem to hnve blue in them
A pie supper Mil be bebd at
Hapeat Chants on lifeehillided,
September 21, at seven deka* In We attended a dinner the other the Salem lieratedem Sebool at
the ti enalg at the church
nig:it and a housefly 11-113 on the 7.30 pm. Mai spew entertainThe toome
the program was .table .11 frontof us end he did ment by the Moak! Wayne Lovett
-A iimele 4 Major Cults". Mps. more treks than any monkey we Wei The event le sponeored by
leasops gave the call to pew, ever saw He busted, seetched out Me PTA. Coffee wet be aimed at
readng from John en ha tuck. whined around in a Vie close of the supper.
s'411 m:44
•• •
S:24 iloilossed by prayer by Mrs. leek arca. stool on his head In
illedeesdey, Oatober 5
ARred Rae.
feet he mg. on a one fly show
The cake Country Mtn ladles
_ Mrs. W A. Fannie,. Mrs. Albert We don't know entorber he had
Ondsr, Mrs Ceara* Burkeen, and had one boo many or whether he day luncheon MS be served at
Mrs. Walton F,...siterson aftme.1 wes hue a natural bern barn He neon. Onienhan Is Joan Wharfs
ia the prehertmoon a the peek. never moved rno:e Avis, c.x umhen 763-2147 and codhahrman Is' 0-ayVOW
all the teem he was puts* on his mei Wallahs 763-69118 Other hoto
Others present were Madames set. We ormoitaded that ho wee teams are Carel Warren, I:IHaery Shekeal. Alfred Willarns, • Use mod entertaining fly we heel P/Me, Margaret Morton
Purcram Laseeter, Lena Brumley* over cone upon. There le no tee- Wilemon, Irene Tort. Effie V,
SWIM CalOtit. °WOW Corey, ing how let he would base gone Shirk" Wade. MuTTPLIP W.ey.
ai Pete Walus, Jean West, and Al:
A l
te f
:
Oeraltit4- LIM, and Joe Mc-i '11 the enteemoment ferid
berta Carom,
bad just had the proper

lirs. John Stamps
Program Leader At
, Elm Grove Meeting

10!

Eat'
Em Here

69c WIENERS

Booety (4 spAGIIETTI •

SEEN i HEARD .

The nsajar imam on "thillidni
ramos-p...ea" was s ery ably proser.:td by Mrs Lowel Palmer &rad
Mr!. Clarence Culver In the.commerim an the coming style
Vends. the ladles asad that skirts
ell be dropping in !math for
Stir Mang ileaman.
hirsOolim Washer. reading choirmass. gave a mescal talk on Approach to Ptayer- as' the devotional pest 4 the program.
The president. Mrs Les McDaniel.— and the open
praser was led by Mrs Clarence
Clever. Mrs Wayne Hardee gave
Lb. menretarys retrxt in the absence a Mrs Ode.1 Oolaon Each
intmber' ariewerel tne fast Cal
w.th which she 'nettled to pient
.r. her yard tins fall Mrs Lowell
Palmer gale dm treasurer-a report
During the iintad hour refresh.
merits we en-red by Kra Palo
met to the ten members present

FRIDAY & SAT'DAY

GROUND

of

591

lb

F EL

BACON

Elm Grove W MS Has
Program Meeting

i

391

•••

Mrs. Michael Rose
Shower
Honored
At Paschall Home

Mrs Baron Palmer opened her
home for the Lest mecum al the
Wiadesboro Homemakers Club mance
racataln held Wednesday, September 31 at one °emelt in the at-

39C
10-18 Lb.

"SLOPPY JOE
SANDWICHES

Miss Linda Dunn Installed Worthy Advisor
ihirray Assembly No. 19 Rainbow for Girls

Officers inecaoled 7ere Miss landi Dunn worthy advias. Mid
Sharma acres
cherity, Miss
Denra Soyd. hope. Miss Lima
Watson Itt•art. Malt Belay Mks,
obeelians. Mho, Anite Flynt drat
lealter. Mau Charlotte Beg, nature: libn Joyce Winchester immortality. Mies Carolyn McNeely,
thightY. MOs Rosetta Ft/Memo:1
guise sinerver. Mies Barbee Keet,

HENS TURKEY Sausage

C
25

Reunion Of .11arine
Family Is Held At
The City Park

-

IELD

FiLisfaM DRESSED

• FRYERS

A remums 4 the Marine tinlay
was hold at the Marne Clity Peat
on Suuday. Ileesterehee teat noon.
A Mehl dainer
WW1 followed by a feilanairp hour.
Those present were Mr. and
Mrs. George Marna, Mr and Mrs
aley Marioe. Mr. and Mrs. Oyie
Greenheld, lie and Mrs Jews
Pone and doughw. oturgio, wt.
and Mm. floward Beam& BMW
and Chinas Bassek. Wt. mid Mis.
Keith Ss" Mr. and Mrs Janie
Potts, Mr. ard Itia. Ted Lovett
and daughter. Wendy.
Ado sitterelem were Mr. and
Mrs. Dau Marine. Mrs. Angie
lthrele. Ms Robbie Matine. Mr
and Ma. 421ardon Cluster. M.:
and Mist AMOS Pelivae, Miss Sher•••
rie Payne. Mtn Ellian Myers and
son, Jen. Mr. and Mrs. Jack Baas
and daughter. Debbie. of Sedalia,
Murree Aiserribly No 19 Order
Mies Vireoe McKee& he treasueliartild Lawrence. Mr. and Mn
ce
the
for
Raariblur
Giris
inet at I sr, but is sleeted for a Poet.
At
. the 31.aaarlar Hall cn Tuesday. Invited special guests ihre Mr. Rotation Baas and IL-. and Mrs.
Ind.
September 20 at. seem obluct in and Mit Prentice Mirth Mrs. d Roger thei at•LaPorte,
••
tbr Menlirat with
* the niteing war- A. G.sens. Jack* Pain and Mr.
11/s laJoiseri Ram. nee Rosetta
Shekel& was czenplimenuel re- ttry adduce lifts Anita !arm and Mrs Lorry Lainn.
Others present were Mrs. Franccently with a ar•dall tWa-abicever presekng
emieriguished rams weleamed es C2eircivil. masher achmor Mrs
at the lame of lira- t5ses: Parand tromduced were him Sarette Sue
Mrs Deasy Kemp. and
Developerw Rapid Leaders I.
ched
,
Central Amer' was the theme
The gracious hastesees for the Rabe:tan grand marnartality: Min L-a Kemp
Joyce W.r.cheste', grand reproGifts were presented to bliss
the Royal Service program Preeven. were Mrs Gad& Pamball.
aereauve to Vermont. Mlem Dime Dunn by her father arid by Mrs vented at tbe month. of the
Mae, Beverly Paachall, and Maw
Ta_Saferro, paw mend rimembe;
Atter the close of the
Bendy Thema&
Miss Carolyn Melbete, pig wor- eissillthi the new worthy advuee the taro Gruve thipeat heed WedFar the appeal event the honthy advisor of Mummy Aiseambly; me game aa eddendum snd pre- nealso
ane-chety ohne& in the
oree chose to sear a blue Shirt
Howieri elceieety. &pulp mod sented Milk odor gem
afternoon at tbe church
mud dress with black amemanes
patron
of
The
Dien
23
-let
nem
regular meeting wii
Call;Mrs
Mrs. W. A. Fernier was the
Her hastesses mit cortege IPS&
Alyce Matfett. worthy mama or be held 'Pomba. October 4. at program
leader and read the
•tete carnationa
MM. meet p.m., at the Maurine Bal.
acre:ohne trixn Matthew 9:37-311
mother tN xi., Star dbapter
Mrs. Jaen
•
•
•
423.
and Lute 10:2. Mrs. Albert Crider
Mee mooted
the honoree, wore
Iles Firm gave Mir eitheag-ail=
had the on to prayer from James
dram with Mate accemailm Mrs toes and we
green en addend=
2 36 end the gnaw along -0 For A
Rae. the honoree% motherprior to the IneettalL
Thousand Tongue& To
was =red In- -a dark
presented with her past worthy
Others taking pert in the preplan shaesissa drew with beck .
advisor s lowal and a gift by Mies
gram were Ithelessies Maude Hee
soresores
(CAndlemail From Page I)
Lode Dunn.
Hardin Morals, that Lee, Had
The recent bride opened ler
An imbalance 4 new calms perebniket is you would ever ifaumn. Ilhannie Porter. Jesse
many gifts which had been pwag Med well the SeRsesig sew- mat to me and pros Ord many , fe.loertat. Charles Burkeen. Alfred
en on s. table deateeted lath wed- ing an
Initalkiar °Manx -Ulm keel people Waal aba during the Kee:. Belem Cohort. and Walton
tune Delo
Ohne Tallaierno worthy atheist; sialeth._ Sane did not particularly Fuiterson.
Raireseenerea were merited Iroan Mhs fkiseall 124sertaosa.
the eulogy to Alberi
.
OM- dire for
Mrs T G. Shelton led the dos,Use ctuanig room tilde Mao decor- ILL Mrs. Twill Coleman' tea Berkley. however ha We was enel mg prayer and Mrs Fart Lee,
ated wan wedding be. TIM/
twined with the development a , president, presided.
21..as Ce,roan
cakes tamped with plink floglige a- insehhall; Mrs. Dorothy Saleill, tha area, and the central theme
Aho attending the rneetang were
kng watt punch room agreed 110 leashemn: Mrs. Alma Matereff, of the Mining of the Termemee Mns. .kllm deem* and Mrs. Re-a
ceraira.4
forceful
and
M
the fortY Sumas piesent
hatedconealentia: obarver. Hosarti
cal part af the valley's past.
• ••
Sere, outer observer
•• •

Baron Palmer
Hostess For Ileet
Of ii'adesboro Club

NIFIRLOWER FREES

Mrs. Os Freeman was bodies
for the meeting cd the Arm Dunn
Circie at the Wamen's SoatetY
Clothilan Service a the Easel
Methodist Church held Wedniste
day. September 21. at two o'clock
ln the allethann at tar home.
The eines cheinnan, Mrs. Chudi
Anderson, presided over an bus_bmalsgs--antl---readtrw---poein.
"Amer Than Clod-. Plans to attend the denim workshop at
Murray September 22 were dithiased.
Mrs. John MoOullough, apirituel
ete leader, had change of the meditation and the demotion on the
theme, -The Loni's Prayer-. She
read her scripture hem the sixth
Chapter 4 Mate/seer and the grour
repeated The Load's Pra.yer in
Gabon
The program was presented by
Mea. Kaska Jones. Her subject was
, Veit eltudy" which seas promoted
In • very Interesting and intanal
manner
Mrs. Freeman. asrasted by Mrs.
Lots Sinicherman served a delicious sead pate to those present.
! Others present, not ores's:only
. mentioned.
Mn, Brady CHESTNUT- I- b. Pkg.
were
White. Mr s Cr) Hooper,Wit.
Ftcbt-'U Brandon ,
A.
Autumn
Newport. Mrs_ J. Z. Clayton, Mrs.
Raymond Herrung, arn Mrs. Ralpts
Zdaarde

INE HAVE THEM

r;
040
1
#
0

Carole Oialand -Is- -Honored At Coffee I
At The Rose Home
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for
Fin. Folks"
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HELP

WANTED

EXPERIENCED Supermarket butcher, good worklig conditions, goad
salary. Give referenc.es. Write Box
$117 Paducah Ky. Also Sock clerk
neededTPc

• •*
•

•

DRIVERS wanted. mum be 21 years
el age. Apply In person at Radio
Gib.
sa8c
SHORT ORDMI. COOK wanted,
agmly In person at Kay's Sims
House. Paris, Tenn. el00.00 per week
S-30-P
to right person.

je

MEN WANTED,.age 19 to 40, for
temporary employment. September
through December. Must be five LO
five days per week. Automo.
er awe ang all expenses furnished
Sekierg pius bonus Send resume
and ausgehot to Ferry- Morris Seed
Co_ Inc. P. 0. Box 488, Fulton, Ky,
ITC

1111111111.111

IC
ea

Salesman Wanted
GAME OPPORTUNITY: If you

are•atelf-rekiant indisidtal with
1t

0

9c

9c

5c

3c

9c
39c

agetligement potential, who may
now be. A young man out of
school several years Whose future
its bkx-ked beeatille of the nature
of has work. or the abp of the
organisation. A. man wilo now
feels that his position is not suf.
ficantiy thalisaidng. or does not
offer adequate insigne. advancement posoblUtics. or requires too
much travel. Investigate this op
ourturaty to qualify. Our campuny ham been operating in Kentucky for over 60 years and has
several openuigs in weotern Kentucky and will adlnuauster Sales
A.ptencie Battery. Should you
(vaulty, you will start nett off
with a generous training awry
of $430.00 month. Inquiries will
be hold km oonfkierwe... Write
Box 32.J. % Ledger di Times

/r.

111•111SC

THE LEDGER Is TIMES -

9c
25'•

9c
350 •
t250

PAGE rivs

At The Movies
it CA
PITOL AND DRIVE-124
aformation call 753-3314 any time.

Teo

Many Improvements In

Restyled 1967 Chevrolet Truck Line

HOG MARKET
Federal State Market News ServiceWednesday September 28, 1986 Ken,
tucky Purtticee Area liog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Steams.
Reouipta 400 Head Barrows and
Gilts 25-.50e Loweri. Sows Steely to
26e I.0Wer
U. S. 1-2 190-210 ibs $21.90= 50
U. Id 1-3 190.210 lbs. 121,13-22,00,
U. S. 2-3 236-270 11315. $19 75-20.75;
SOWS,
U. S. 1-2 250-360 lbs. 118.00-19.00;
U. S. 1-3 J50-450
$16 75-18.00; U. S. 2-3 450-600 Los. $16 00-16.75.

MAGIC-1-6.1
BOWLING LEAGUE
Week of Sept. 211
Team Standings
W. L.
Martin Five
3
9
Owen's Food Market -- 8
4
Joheisceili Cirtvery
day or 753-3137 night.
7's 4'.1
lt 1
house,
TWO-BEDROOM
LARGE
EP YOU SEE TERMITES swarming
Wect Side Beauty Shop - 6
6
Need someone
S-28-NC
call Kelley's Peet Conrtol for free block from campus.
14-c.r.yland Is
6
6
apartineni
private
oversee
help
to
Inspection Licenaed and bonded by
Murray Beauty Salon
7
6
763-4771.
Phone
boys.
ta
ranked
the stair of Kentucky Roaches.
Master T.re Service - V/s "Ai
firePlace.
3-24-C WOOD FOR STOVE ,air
spiders. ants, ciao shrubbery EstabEzell Beauty
2 10
Plkale 753-7168
S-30-P '
liahed en Mune.; ince 1044. Phone TWO-BEDROOM
High Team 3 Games (RC)
house. electric
October 1-C heat. 106 s 12th. Call 753-1661,
753.3914.
Martin
Five
3935
MISSES SIZE 10 whites- clothing,
2756
13-28-C coats, sone, shirts and manger. Jalin.soii's Grocery
PLECTR.OLI7X SALES & Service.
3794
cheap and in excesient condition. 14.44.1 Tire S.rvice
Box 213, Murray. Ky. C. NI SandHigh Team Game ilk')
Main. Luostion: turn right off S. 16th on
1609
am,- Phone 3I23176 Lynnville, Ky OAR PARJ±NG at
---- 991
6-38.0 Pannone. 441 house on right, 6-30-P Martin Five
Oot. 18-C Phone 753-4960
aLister Tire Service
986
0. E. REFRIGERATOR, and stove, John non's Grocery
959
WANTED Job setting with eatkrty
ou) each. phone 7634910
THREE-BEDROOM house, unfurn- oinck j
Bish lad. 3 CaAllker•
man or TAAMell, 'during day.,
p.
tsheel, aVallable now. Call 753-5111 T atter
in.
S.-10-C Betty Riley
006
3:394
Iran 7 p in. to 9 P. InDot lk.nelson
802
T.
V.
expelANTENNA
rotor.
and
EXPERIENCED full-oharge bookLee CYhere
592
THREEBM5ROOM
lent
at
condition.
priced
Call
860.00.
AND
TWO
keeper wants small biodneas books
High led. Game MC)
753Phone
amend
only.
753or
Tacker
Couplet
753-4042
at
trailers
to keep at home on weekly or monthBetty Raley
229
NBC
8-30-C
,
Betty Powell
EIS
1960 PONTIAC Catalina. Scloor,
great sea novel
Nock, wrote walla, radio and heater. power brake, and steering, 7/1500.
Can be seen at lith and Vine Contact Mr Malay.
1TP

753-

Clean, trim practical ling that ,:•••es a low, fleet look to this Fleetside pickup is only one of
many advances in the 1967 Chevrolet ,tnek Use. Vision, cab Maori, and corrosion-resistance are
for Chevy-Vans, a
improved. Other nea features in the line Iodide longer Undies and snore r.ower
In some
redc.-igned, Ion er four-wheel-drive serir-, and diesels in farward-costrel delivery vans.Unproved
metal dcs..;n 1;i.4 so:wrier alietiliast.: fia
larger modek, a n^w shorter can and from,
mancuretability anti no toes in load spat

Iff.drid
THURSDAY COUPLE'S
222
. High hul. 3 Games (Snatch)
ROUTING LEAGUE
,
&..- Lt; P.Sey
495
Week of 9-22-86
Dot Donelseei
479 Team
W. L.
tandlitigs
ea Plotte
1
470 Woes eds
7
High Ind, Game ISerateal
„loam
3
5
13( tty ILley
3
192 Nighlza's
6
Mndred Hedge
190 Lanes
4
4
185 Strikes.
3 5
Powellwm.-4 esiv-wmers
0
$
Top Ten Averages
Mildrqii He
JackLe G.Ihnt
Betty Ri.e.y
Dot D...areadry
Jaye Rm.:land Virgcria Buthatien
Nell Martorkh
Jenny Humphreys
Gladys Ethertari
Isabel Patter

..

150
1
High Team 3
156
, HAY:seeds
S'-rikes

Gum (BC)

N. Knight - 228 - B. Brewer
L Parker
BR Parker 233
N Kikerst 226 -- B Bit-tier
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the storekeeper said.
CHAPTER 33
Scolded her for leaving the to sell."
ERE was not • ripple In Schooner She gave him a de- I "Where did the ice come
from?"
the Lagoon. The Charlotte fiant little quirk of • smile and
"Eta blissetnents Robert has ,
sat in tier own shadow a.s still asked If he had nothing better
Ice plant on East Ocean Island." I
all the air over the island at to do than milk goats.
of anything,"
says end as English paddled "I can't think
aver bean there. the man nod▪ native canoe toward the be replied. gazing curiously at
the little girl whom Rena was ded. Next he replied to a quessctooner
works tion concerning the water supThere ne woad request Cap- feeding tea. "Buttermilk
ply by advising that during the
tain Nau to radio for chlorine wonders with this sort of thing
wet season the water was stored
It should be flown to the island and so does goat butter • Piercin underground cisterns down
without delay If the &along ing Rena with a weir. he said.
the hill from • village
tailed or could only resort to "Ever churn milk. Miss
This was the dry season. ano
demand. Such were hia thoughts vert 7 No' Well, since you can't
English drew mental pictures
wpcn he saw Rena move to the , seem to follow iiistructions and
lot sewage and trash seeping
rail He waved at her add re- stay on deck. youll be churning
into the cisterns. Result. consumed nis paddling With MB goat clabber before the sun sets
taminated water tilled in the
approach she asked tf his work tomorrow.'
Rens buret into laughter, de- manufacture of ice: a supposi
had ended for the day.
the I non, of course, which a check
-It a just commenced." he re- spite her efforts to suppress
of ot purchasers of ice would an
gust
a
like
was
It
sound.
to
came
Nau
Captain
plied As
dungeon,-and mil or verify:- He asked to see
a stop beside Rena, he added, fresh air in • foul
bit is Welcome When she j the ice. A piece was allowed to
"For everybody who can stand every
manage3 to nay "Id do any- ' :nett in • glass It gave oft .
on their two feet.' of you disagreeable Odor
His prediction or threat was thing for • glimpse
Day was pushing up unoei
Engaccurate. He assigned through struggling with • goat,"
,the horizon when English began
Hanson regular watches. two lish began to.Laugh also, It was
Nemo. looking ! his census The chieftain now
hours on duty and two off, the Infectious. Even
very solemn one moment and deceased.- had eaten the ice And
schooner's bell the authority.
attempt to restrain the government man, buried late
When all patients had been foolish in his
his ! yesterday. had cooled his tea
next, lost
the
himself
that
ten
around
at
isolated
4.1
of dignity with it.
evening, each house underwent schooled expression
the onslaught of mirth
The next house had Mei two
• thorough cleaning and fumi- under
Some of the sick were srnil• from the disease and five qf its
gating. Torches walked In the
and English was admitting ! occupants were to the novae!'
night. The earth was opened trig,
that here Wail a therapy tie flail Had they used any ice? They
for graves and, farther on, for
It was cheer and had But nad the mother whom
refuse. Water was boiled for overionked
reminded the physician that he was questioning? No on ac
drinking. for scrubbing. English It
faces 'Mould be, saved 'arount of her teeth, which e/Illfed
and Nemo continued to treat funereal
for the dead and not be worn her great pain when curd -And
the sick and exchange glances
the living Arid toicever rin• so It went until the sun stood
laden with growing concern as for
fieult to reconcile, It emanated an hour high over the water
their meager supply of antibifrom a WirfMan Who knew she
Rena was curious when she
otics and surfs drug* ran low.
was doomed to a short life.
learned of his doing -ice? The
In another hour they would be
very lcda, Malcolm! Doesn't
gone.
E STUDIED the face of the freezing kill all germs in waWell, bismuth !toothed, and
little girl again still trying ter?" She waa surpriaed to
there was a little paregoric, and
when and Where learn that contrary to popular
they had over the protest of the to remember
was when belief water did not free its -It
storekeeper commandeered all he had seen her. It
Rena a wan smile that from dangerous organic matter.
the tea he stocked: hart persuad- she gave
html been In the procees of freezing, nor
She
to ham.
ed all to drink It for its tannic- it came
the children he had seen wits 41-- rendered sterile by eon acid content Minus the modern one of
drtnking ice drippings under the gelation.
big medical swords and guns
shed adjoining the mercantile
"If It is the ice. 5Ialcolm.
With which to combat a terrible
house.
what are you going to do?"
enemy. • doctor wielded a
then
and
name,
her
[tidied
He
It
that
broomstick and prayed
"First, come out of my scared
the names of those with her at
would be mighty.
feeling of expected nausea at
when he arrived.
Icehouse
the
favor
hot
in
s
But there was
any minute. You see. I .erank
Tents and her brother Teharo.
of the medicine of old. and Malwater from the pool yesterday."
she told him He went in search
colm English never for • moHer eyes widened. Then she
both
found
seem
and
them
ment discounted the fact. He of
shook her head in despair of
sending
After
sick.
and
feverish
waited impatiently for the comhim
the pair to the hospital, he
ing of day in order to reach into
"Rena." he said, "do you restore.
the
toward
rapidly
walked
his father's bag of remedies for
the storekeeper alize what It means If that, lee
asked
English
more of the same.
not
about the ice ill the shed. When is contaminated?" She did
The Old Doc had said to his
arrive, sad who on the answer. "It means real trouble.
It
did
in
bacteria
friendly
s(111, "Keep
storekeeper
Island had put vi.ased It? The 1 learned from the
the bowels in cases of diarrhea.
factory owned by
Of saffron eyes lingered on that the lee
boy,- had used dried buttermilk pair
stuff
hire a 'minute belqre the little Caresses outfit shipped the
germs in capsules, and had faith
.
said. "Come inside, I show to eight other Islands.",
in the old mold of cheese.-"Don't man
moment silent,
A
no!"
"Oh
.
you.'
evtIr sell nature short, son."
was die said. "What are you going
book
account
The
Malcolm didn't sell nature
to do. Malcolm?"
short. He said to Rama "With brought out of hiding and the
"First, verify or disprove iny
daylight, we're going to milk pages were turn-m.1. The ice had
the goats that roam this is- reached the is:and one week conclusams. If It's the fornielr
earlier and the doctor could find -well, as a et:op r I'm going
land"
hell in the .
A light laugh-soirwied behind the names ot all who had ' to prize up a little
him Then he heard, "What on bought ice on credit. if he chose right places."
-earth for. Doctor?" Turning hue to go through the book English
"(kid, your nlee reply to M.
tiead, English saw Rena. In her pored through it, copying names.
English.
nand was a shell containing tea, Then he asked the- storekeeper Caresse," Ilene tells
of a genie
and she was bending over a It he nail either eaten the ice or "Just %%hat kind
are you playing?" Continuechild, lie said nothing es their used it in watet.or tea,
''No Bad fOt teeth Cued only the story here tomorrow.
glances collided, though his eyes
hyndicsta.
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MURRAY, WENTUCILY

Oct. 81-C
ly basis. I am wife of husband just 2'720 day, 753.4491 nights
MALE HELP WANTED
out of service and starting college.
-bedrooms
job was with military as FURNISHED HOUSE, 3
AGE 25 TO 45, -Likh school grad Previous
Call
bookkeeper. Referencea Cal. after located in Panorama Shores.
753Late or equivalent, no layoffs and
/3-28-P Freeman Johnson, Reel Estate,
5:00, 762-4406.
all overUme you Want If you are
8-28-C
2731.
tired of mains Wbrk and desire a ONE 3
YEAR-OLD registered
ohalksogkag positkin which you will Black Angus bull. Call 462.4656 or .NICE UNFURNISHED brick duplex
apartment, electric hoot, carport.
be Well rewanded for, this is it. 492.42'72.
S-28Short block from College Admin.
Apply 8 to 10 a. m. until October 1,
1966 to 212 Zest Walnut, Mayfield, BARN HOT? Stock restless? Roof utration Building. 1606 Fanner,
8-39-P
leek?-Paint on a new reerf with '163-2210.
Ky.
ily-1(Jas Fibrated Asphalt Alumi1 single
num, ready mixed. Seals holes - NICE ROOMS for boas,
WANTED TO BUY
or double room, 301 north Illah
Prevents rust - Cook interior by
_ 13-30-P
WA-MN&AM
sreend--biewireel
OW SEW C1111111MMeition at Street. Ca/1_763-1572.
barrels of old yellow com, delivered Hughes Paint Store.
0-3-C APARTMENT FOR COLLEGE boys
to Ca,Lloway County Co-Op, Indus1306 Main Call 7516440 or /53trial Road s Phone 753-7424.
TPC A NICE 1983 Bonneville Pontiac
61-20-C
with yawl top. Phone 753-7217 or 3469.
WANTED: Used 4:sniper 26 inches see at 521 South 13th Street 8-28-C
4.-ROOM FURNISHED apartment.
lush 70 inches wide 96 tactless king
J.a.wted 310 Smith 6th Street Phase
for tuciaukut on 1966 Ford lick-up. 1966 HONDA, Series 160 Scrambler
753-5a17 day:, 71.3-3908 'Utica. PrePhone 435-5111.
8-30-P 4 months old, perfect condition
fer couple wig._
0.1-C
Priced reasonable, matt sell. Call
8-28-C
753-6138.
Uø SALE
Cleated
Services
1963 CHEVROLra_ Impala Coupe.
GENERAL CLEANING, houses, of- 327, 3.apeed. Phone 753-3828. 8-28-C
fices, reetauranui and stcres, paintFOR SALE
ing, land shaping and lawns Work
Slingerland
Snare
RINI
f9R
guaranteed. Call 782-2560 after 8:00
Drum, used.
p. co.
0-1-P
Bass drum, leo other
NICE R005LS for boys one blo!!-BABY sirn.No anytime and irondrums
from canine,. Call 753-2555 11-k.
ing in my home. Releasable Phone
Alan stands, and
8.30-C APARTMENT FOR R1.77.1. New, ef753-7791.
cymbals
ficiency for college boys. Call 753.Williams 753.1916
Tom
Call
NOTICf
,
4486 or 753-6880.

H

Command
Performance

CLARINET, Biusly, used only 3
months, pm-toed reasonably, must gall.
Call 753-1914 or 763-4213 attar 5
p.
FOR SALE NOW rescindable. Red
Austin Healey, beat Condition, motor
just completely overhauled, new alien tires, original males. 1950 Nada
Super. 4-door station wagon, local
wagon, motor just overhauled, new
&wary, Cloodyear we sicievrall
tlres. Baxter Bgbrey 153-5617. or
763-1257
8-311-0

By
,

811118" Chevrolet

1.

TWO-BEDROOM fragile house with
red brk.--s trim, has den large lintelduong area, large kitchen, attached
garage 14' x 24'. Phone 753-3643 after 4 p. m. Marvin Harris, 509 S.
7th 8t.
8-29-C
-COAT:i. SUITS and dreams sines
7,8 and 14 Phone 753.5974 224 South
15th.
8•210-C
BABY CAR SEAT, play pen, and
crab pad, good oondition. Ciail 7533443.
S-38-C
NAY Triplepickeup electric guitar
8-209end case Phone 763.4872
Camaro Sport Coupe with style trim riroup you
can

You've been waiting for a Chevrolet like this. Now it hero.

Federal Livestock
Market Report
MURRAY. Ky Tues'. Sept 27,
- Murray Livestock Auction.
1966
Ail livestock weighed on arrival
CATTLE KE('MPTS: 781.
SLAUGHTER STEERS: Choice 050
1050 lb. M60-3500.
1111EIFERS: Good 950600 lb $22 0022.50; 84andard $18.00-20 00,
COWS: Clutter and Malay $15.301710: Clinners 113 50-1500
SLAUGHTER CALVES: Good arid
Chaim 380-500 lb $22.00-2375; *standard $30.00111.80; Choke Vealers
$21 OD-33 00. Good $23 0028 00. Stando-rd 1118.00-22 00.
FEF.DERs: Coast arid Choice 800E50 litr. steers 432 504325; Ciuod seed
560760 lb. 122.5033 75, Standead kW 0022 00: Ohceoe 300-400
stela calves $77.50-30.00: Standerd
$1816-31.25. °babe 450 lb heifers
tat 65; Standard end flood $17 51)22.56.
STOCK ( OWS: Good arid Choice
COW and <aid' lairs Slan00-255 00

- IS
JAPANESE
AH,50."'
JESSE
!9
JAMES

Camaro! Long, low hood. Short rear deck. Big-car stance for
stability. Strato-bucket

seats. A 140-hp Six or 210-hp V8, depending on model. Camaro igives
you a car full

of comforts from carpeting on the floor to vinyl upholstery all
around. There's a lot
of security, too, with new safety features like the GM
-developed energy-absorbing
steering column. Camaro! Sport coupe or convertible. You can order a
Rally Sport
with hideaway headlights or an SS 350 with Camaro's biggest
V8. See your Chevrolet
dealer now!

••••

Everything New That Could Happen ... Happened! Now, at Your Chevrolet
Dealer's!

PUT UP
HANDS,
PREEZE!!

HOLCOMB CHEVROL
ET 1
'
South 12th

Street

MURRAY, KLNITCKY

NO WEAPON!? NOT EVEN BELT',
THAT !SON
NOT EVEN
TOOTAPICK!! *FORBIDDE
WEAPON"RIST,
TOO!!

0KA- r
YOU
ASKED
FOR 1.1-i.r

Phorp- 753-2617

Hoy.'NOW,
NOW CAN HE. CAN'T
EVEN
HC5LD
HOLD UP
BANK!
PANTS!!

ew
-tag
4

-?

• Vv.
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r, Robert room at Roberts= Scheol for the
ir women, and a a 1963 graduate
l"ii Veh
Fr1:1X,
Mrs.
John N. kLudergarten etUtth they operate,
Overbey,
of Murray High School
Don
Johnson,
V.
• .
I(aitimied From Page 1)
From Page 11
Pram Page 11
Harris.
Mrs Shirlee Welerd is a senior
Viral
and
Purdem.
Sent of the Folszvelale cammun- wawa by the parent setting the
drunkennem entered plea ar
majortne in physical masonic:el and
(Continued Irons Page 11
teentierned Fran Page 1)
FREE PUPPIES
fired $16.00 plus $4.50 cone
ity in Graves County.
example for reading in the home.
Mrs. Lochle Lanctole is general
English
at
Merrey
State
Urcversdy
serves as an damet Ctu Omega
Survivors are her husband. H.
The devotierial part an the pro- Beane, Feet
0. Z. Weam, charged with
department's peathe
Amerman
of
Crass.
Gengrass,
Sam
She Is secretary of the Women's
social soregity. was presentel by Mrs. Clint A. B.
erne aided
.
to Claude Sheinsieet of Benton Ileum •
driv
ratless
Cress, Harry Furches, A. je -t. The proceeds from the two
Miss Shoran Waimea &lighter et Athletic Arrearation and a member Oreeche,d...Meem.-inatered plea of Two; two diughtees, Mrs. George- iereer who real the 13th chapter W.
A mother dog earl three puppies
Senmens, Jr.. Hunt Smack, ntant performances v.-..11 g3 toward
Mr. and ilea J. W. Witham. John- of Selina Delta, honorary physical gertece llgied $1000 pee $4.60 costs Poem of BC.AZ Route Two and of I Corinthians and closed with Chad
Severe Luba Veal. Citifies retiring the remainder ar a $7,000 are anterb)e as free pets Two
education
fraternity
She
is
at
deal
mph:mese
a
b
son Boulogne&
leilint Harper, charged with Mrs. Owen Clop:en, Jr. c/ Jones- prayer.
Warner, Robert Hibbane 0. B. loan which the deeartment made mile3 end one female. Cell 153Murray State najoring in physkal her stazient arrehing in pinging DWI and no operator's Boma, boro. Art.: one son, W W. Wood
Mrs. Harry Lee Poets. president, Boone, Jr., Gene Steely,
Jamas to finance the ciereertmeion of cure WS.
.eductition
at
University
High
SchooL
of
member
education. Sbe is a
eatead plea at frailty. fined $100 ef Benton Route Two; ta sis- presided and intralueed these on
Sbe
is
tbe
daughter
Mr.
of
and
and
son:tidy
Sigma Sigma Sigma
plus $4.60 cents and $10.00 plus ters, Mrs. Henrietta Martin of pregram..
arid a married
of the Womeres Athletic Amoeba Mrs. lialtier Donner
leans were made for the pa
$4 50 mese for a (keel of $119.00. Birdwell and Mrs Ira Morgan of
to
Berri=
Wtlferd
is
employed
don.
K D. Pridemore. charged with Paducah; one brother. Harley C. eupper to be held Friday, SeptemCity.
U
Cialleat
They
have
two
A freeman at Murray State is
puble ctruelaeneees. ereered plea Weed of Stlre_an Route Two; seam ber 30, at '1:30 pm. at the =hail
Alison and Lesee. stuDavid Graham eon of Mr and
of genny, Leal $13.00 Pus $4.50 neenetehect-en• three great grand- weee specea eneetainmene by the
dents
at
Carter
Scheel
Mrs. Ryan °Mani David is a
"Wean.
Tel Leven Barre Celten Heremits,
gesoude
, eels-erste.H ieh
A Framed auctint at Murray State
Mr.!. Seeenwell was • member ohne Riley Smith. Rey Broach,
J. W. Weea, cheered with ex
Reboot and dans to meter in bust- Is Lastar Keith Docielson who is a
srel Wealnew Nerswerthy will be
eeris..1 pains, entered plea of 01 the Church af Christ.
tratunie He is the
d Mr and
past
Funeral SerVieeS wel be held the auctieneers.
guilty, firmed $10.00 plus $1160
?.1..a-rs,y
Etvierbig Murray State for ber Mks. Lester C Dceleison
Thursday at en!, pm. at the Pia
wets
Anrounremeret was made of the
serecc year is Mass Petry B. Paw- Proate Six and received • Waage
E. S. Webb, elmeled with DWI. beat anti Cann Funeral Home tstreet PTA fall ccnference to be
inisabrehip
He
is
a
1e06
radiate
Mrs.
and
Mr
of
daughter
loom,
amerelee 1.3 reekless driving, en- theme, Benton. with Bra, Boosts hall Thureilay, October ell, at six
y County High Sebald
L Wells Purdcen She is maeorine or
tered plee of piety, fined $100 Gouthe: and Bro. Lele Riley of- pm. at the Ftr•
Prosbyterien
Jesse
son
of
Mrs
LIMAS!
manorarid
ederstion
in elementary
fxUbra.
plus $4.50 cons.
Meech, Mayted. Mrs. James
Shari.
a
sophonscre
at
Maw
Kepi
a
sorceee.
*. in mama Her
Glen Wes:. charged with un- -late:mere will be in the Sham- Maker of Klricee PTA is detect
Stst
tverery His mayor tidal
pa Kappa Canaria
neeessary name. ereered plea of wee Cemetery with the arrange-. exceetnree abed cheinnan.
Cr
study
are
pineics
and
matbniate
pre
sewer
Ecictie Lee Grogan is a
guilty. feted $10.00 Peas $4.50 costs. aunts by the FJbeila and Cann
Rcpaes were given by various
inert student at Murray Sate where
Delbn* Young. chanted with leurtera.: 1-Lent. Hereon. where fri- • ernen. Mrs. Alvin Usrey. manMin
Janice
Conley
a
a
frestertan
he is a member of Pi Kappa Mph&
pubec drunkenness, entered plea ends may oaR.
'berseip chairmen, announced that
fraternity end germs or the OW- at Murree Sate mseareerii de$15.10 pen $4.50
had 181 members.
the PrA n
rnentary education and minoring In
ed Council
KNOW
YOU
NOW
costs.
The ram count was won by
A flITLICC rrayortng is agriniture Pliteholotry Sbe is a 1966 graehiate
Park,
,
Notional
YeL.',Ireo.ne
Clement Walerai. clurged with
lEss Haleerse Smell's third grade
Omens High
at Murray Mate is
publlc drunkerree s. entered plea sn aree ce 3,472 setisre mem, is raen Ref mama:its were served
son af Mr and Mrs Ora Playa Mid is the daughter of Mr and M guilty, fined $15.00 plus $450 larger in stee than e,tileir
by members of the execueve
H. married to the fame law Mrs. .1 0 Canby of Murray Route meta
ware or Rhode
beard
doughier Of War. mod Illt.
h
A D. Wright charged with runWalter
Michael
Kovacs
hi
staid!
alai
geld
Bagwil.
Mrs Howard
ning any sign. entered plea of
ANGUS BOUGHT
es fest inside at tar Owls ildiool. ing for his masters degree in bus- sulky. fined =.00 plus $4.50 oats'
mess
admenstration
at
Murray
end
Mr.
a
elichael Jones. an
IBM sumeneled.
2I-STORY DORMITORY UNDERWAY -Commonwealth Hall (Men's Dormitory 8)
State
Univernty
He
received
his
'
Mph°.
Mrs. James D Jones, is•
Dewey Lamptins Jr.. Murray,
C:- Z Clregery, charged with
is going up at Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond. The 21-story air-conditioned struc8 degree from Murree 811Me
=ore at Murray Sate taajoring in
reeently
purchl
ed
nine
reeetnee
mime. He
a member ar the 1966 and is a resident of 603 elteth riming iteop ego. entered plea of
ture will house 545 male students. The ;2,631,000 building is scheduled for completion
Angus cows from Lake Valley
weep, The md
gai jobs, lath eiriai. Murray. Kopacz is the guilty. fined $11 00 plus MAO costs
early in 1967.
Angus Farm. Dexter.
I
88.00 suspended ,.
-afraternier Has wife la aineateend- son tif Mee sod Mrs. John Kew:
charred
watt
D
W.
Melee,
New
Jamey
arid
is
a
member
of
/mg Murray State and is a simian of
speeding. amended to bre-aih ef
Kappa, Epsrlon fraternity
More majors* in alameneary situ- Tau
Enterlar Murray State University peace. entered pees of guilty, fencation_
ed $1000 plus $450 cceta.
The two Nana of Mr. and Mr. as a f. eadarnae. is Ronnie Rose son
Hebert Kales. charged with no
Prtzsell are students at of Mr and Ilre Jams Rom Ha
eipee-seen'a bores. neared plea of nailorar
in-itensrel
-bcainen
Mad
•
oillerir
a
e
Shine.
Chirlakurysy
peke fined $10.00 Pus $4.30 costs.
fa graduate Na January with • ma- is a gradate of Calloway Cloudy
R. S
Breen. charged
with
School
Heel
ins
From the same drawing board that gave ycji Grand Prix, GTO and Overhead Cam Six now come the newest Pontiacs since the invention of
freshmae
a
David
is
}or in art
Wide -Track!
speeding, anwexled to breach of
David
Pitts
who
is
the
san
et
Mr
seta.
kalustrial
Swing in
peace. entered plea of guilty. finYou're
looking
and
Mrs
Beautan
Pau
is
•
freshat
a
the
most
beautiful
as
Pontiacs
A
State
165-hp
Overhead Cam Six is standard. Or
Entering Murray
Aso new: a Grand Prix convertible!
ed $10.00 plus Mee C3Stl.
ever to ride on Wide -Track The incomparable
you can specify a 215-hp version, a 250-hp
treats:nen is Michael .101111:11Z1. SOO nean at Murray State University
There are new 400 and 428 cubic inch V -8s.
charged
with
Jr
Oen
C
8is
a
GTO
melding
in
mathematies
He
returniwith
a
Joressoc
335-hp
400
cubic
inch engine
regular gas V-8 or its 235-hp premium gas
of Mr and Mrs Hugh W
New safety features such as front seat .belt
to
trin'iltied
driving.
High
miaow
Murray
1996
graduate
of
under
a
Calloway
magnificently refined new skin. Or you
cousin. Or step into the neatest grand touring
He is a 1966 graduate of
retpactors, a four-way traffic hazard flasher,
breach a peace. entered plea of
School
can order the 255-hp version or the fabulous
car this side of the Atlantic with our OtiC 6
County High School
foldtng front seat back latches and General
ee
lit
'CO
Phis
910
fined
gniAY.
Michael
Catboat
has
!IIJohn
new 360-hp Quadra-Power 400. And for the
Richard Hurt. saa of Mr arad
Sprint package.
fvlo;ors. new energy absorbing steering column.
.first time, you can order your GTO with our
Mrs Buford Marcella attancluu the roiled as a freshman at Murray cellaOur big Portiacs are new from the famous
Of course, all Pontiacs come with the road with
charged
.,C.
Afamous th6e-speed Turbo Hydra-Mahe.
machaina at the Unreel'. State Unaversay He plans to major
actioct
spla grille to the slickest innovation of the year
hugging security of Wide -Ti ack
114 nitit. entered Mee
cbernietry and minor in gallogy. Turlidnir
The Le Mans and Tempests come back better
cd Leuiwirtes, There tY renew-d.saopearirici vvindshi.:!J wipers! They're less
$200 Pius tei 50
Ifulfl•
He is a 1966 graduate of Caftan,
than ever. Bnght new interiors. Bold new colors.
se an alumni sebolantup
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Ride the Wide-Track winning streak!

aped

Wide-Track Pontiac/67

Members . . .
,C..oUnned

oats.

sdioot
Cary B Cooper. son of Mr. and
Mas Octsie Cooper, is studying for
a meter's in public health atinere
lignstion at the Univercry of Michigan. Area Arbor. Mich . He received
rree hem Murray
his badhelorS
State irl 1161 He is married to the
former Geneva Jackson They have
ease son. Daeld. age three.
A senior at Murniy State Univer.
atty majoring Ii nagee is Miss
JoYoe Yarbrough, daughter at Mr.
and Mrs Chaney Yarbrough. Vann, Pr Avenue She is vionporeldentof
sums Alpha luta, musk fratereig

Tip 0041;14iVIIIS

•

The Wide -Track Winning Streak starts

at

your aulhortzed Pontiac dealer's.

Sanders-Purdom Motor,sales
SultvEY01 2 -uNDtewsy"-Thia sketch Illuatrates how the
nose fairings and insulation panels fall away from rocket as
It leaves Earth's atmosphere in taking Surveyor 2 to Moos.

1406

'Slain Street

e
•

iklaterearsanamiterreenismsweleeke

Murray, Kentucky
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Abused Child Will Carry Scar
With Him For His Entire Life

1,:,1988
for the
operate.,,

puppies
Ls. Two
'all 753-
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Qt.'AD

BORN

•

women conceive successfully, doctors announced Friday.

TEL AVIV ilTD —The wife of a
Mrs. Sara Shriver, described as
tugboat captain rave birth to quad- in her early 30's, was reported in
ruplets
Wednesday after
being good condition
along with
the
treated woh a drug used to help children
-three girls and a boy.
la •

(Editor's Note: This the second but because she was committed to
in a series of four ankles dealing me of our institutions for Juvenile
with child abuse In Kentucky and ielinquencs," says Harmon.
"We now know that she was rewith the state's laws and programa
peatedly abused as a child. Her fato prevent it.)
ther had tied her to a ohair and
The child who is brutally punish beaten her, he had pushed her
en by his parents does not stop clown stairs, and when she was
suffering when he leaven or hi re- .,.ght years old, he put her into a
moved from his home. says Ken- heated oven.
The girl is now both physically
tucky's Child Welfare Commissionand emotionally scarred," says Harer. Maurice A. Harmon.
"A child who has been abused will m3r_
A sad sidelight to this case. Ha:carryemotion"! and physical wars
for the rest of ids life: his chanws mei says. is l.lia a:t-hough this
for a stable life are practically wa-s the only child in the farruly
who was phyacally abissed by the
alsa
ilustrate his point, Hannon father two of her brothers are
tells of a case in the files of tho in institutions few delinquents.

•

Department of Child Welfare which.
under Eitel* law, Ia responsible for
the insewelgetion and protection of
abused diddren
"This sin came to our attention,
not bateau* she was an abused child,
—
SUB TOWED HOME

•tsukeg mAegeet—With living coats up 16 per cent more as
a result of Viet Cong election terrorism that choked the inflow of foodstuffs, the black market is flourishing in Saigon. Hera a girl offers not to be sold or exchanged" items
from the U.S. such as frankfurters, salad oil, soap, liquor.

t

EMDEN, Ciermany 1117 — The
floating crane Ifnmius II entered
the ihsneetuary with the hulk of
German subthe ill-fated We
marine Hal in bow Friday.
The vessel had been retrieved
from 120 feet below the North Sea
where it amok 8e. 14. taking te
men to their thatbs.
SCESIITIST DIES
LONDON SRI — Sir Patrick Linstead. rektor al the Imperial College of Science end Technology and
banner Harvard University meteswe died here Tburniny. ft was diedomed f3eturday Linatend wee professor of organic chemistry at Harmed from 19119 to HNC, and then
bereave Britain's wartime deputy
director of scienttfic rimearett

IP

ADOPTED BY IRISH
— The two
DUBLIN. Ireland
children'of Missouriborn film producer and director Jelin Huston
hove been granted certificates of
WW1 reigiondity by the justice
minister twee. Anrellica. 15. and
Welter Anthony Huston. 16. are attending echoed in Enghind Hon's
borne is at St Olersn'a Oniwey. Ire-

I.

'41Pr

-Nene of the children of abusive
parents can escape the emotional
damage of vicious acts in the home,"
m,ys Hartnett.
"What's more," says Harmon, "if
the.-e children marry, they are quite
likely to abuse their own children
-The only way this vicious cycle
can be broicen Is through early rt
w..eire by those who know what'.s
happen gig to those who can do
scenething ebotA ft —.local police auau:views and the Department of
Chad Welfare, as Kentucky law re-

completely
Styling changes for the 1967 Fairlane, which was
lights
redesigned for 1966, include taillights divided by back up
dramatic
a
as shown on the Fairlane X/L Hardtop above and
4-doer
SOO
Fairlane
the
on
new grille treatment as illustrated
ester-coordiSedan below. Interior styling is gew as well with
on disnated, cloth-and•vinyl combinations. Fairlane models go
30.
Sept.
play at Ford dealer showroent. ".'ettlay,

introducFeatteing sew sheet metal for the first tire slnee its appearin
tion in April of 1964, the Mustang for 1967 is sportier
model
Fastback
2+2
The
ance and livelier than ever before.
while the con(above) has a new roof line and concave rear panel
deeply
vertible (below) il!ustrates the thrustiag new hood line and
front and
inset grille. All Mustangs for 1967 have two-inch wider
a
include
1967
for
Options
handling.
improved
rear tread for
Shift Cruise-0320-horsepower, 390 CIO V -M engine and Select
shifting.
Matic transmission for manual or automatic gear

quires."

Ride Ford's New Wave for'67!
At your dealert
Friday!
196' \bislang 44.0rdlop—

bred limt to be first

utd,s being • RICCOINOW 11111d
In Chien.% a lieutenant
general in the Ooritedligle mein
.Mum
ign
WISCUlatillt

4

r
r- Fakes for 1967 retains Its dtcItvs, lese-heedgil "MOM
loch" and offers the bum se Mien Inieter sehtells• 01 miskas_.
transmissions sad egialoal features. The mita,,SSOMIS NOW hi'
(lurks a 275iserlepower, fseur•barrel VS CID v-Iliellh Select Shift
(,0L.' 0 Static which permits mantel or automatic gear shifting.
'It,- I jura Statioa Wagon (above) has an optional tw•-way tail
4:4 te ehile the IrTiturs Sports Coupe (below) is distinguished by •
nine, a spear like trim moulding and two deeply seine.
•- v
'ettaie' areas behied the fi Oct s heel cutout. 111
, ay at Ford (knelt-sups Frklay, Sept. 3e.
t1. or

.S
.e
I 1I
•
1NI

70100*
Met
hand at
enliarienoe at New Orisons. he 1110
mane IOW of the Louisville Courier June 1, IMO

1967 FORD XI. 2-Door Hardtop—
the ultimate in sports/Iusury cars

•
1967 FORD I TD 2-Door Hardtop—
one of the world's quietest luxury cars
•

IADM

LiAkaik;,

•

•

•

workhorse with class describes 1 ord Division's all-sew topof the line Styleside pickup, the F 100 Ranger for 1967. Sporting
a handsome new exterior appearance with luxurious accent mold•
legs and bright grill, the I' 100 Ranger interior features cloth like
vinyl pleated upholstery. with colorkeyed carpeting and door
trim panels and more leg and hip room in a cab that is more than
three inches wider inside. Improvements in the VIM for 1967
Include larger tires, bigger clutch and heavier, stronger frame
permitting increased carrying capacity with standard equipment.

Attention Boys!

a

•

An excellent paper route in Murray is
open. We need a good responsible boy
for this route immediately. Qualified
boy can start at once. Please apply in
person at the Ledger & Times office.

LIU LAST RESORT—Judy liranick, 19, looks forlornly at
one of her wedding presents
Iii Altamont, N Y.. while
awaiting result of a letter
her flance's father wrote to
President Johnson asking
that Pvt Russell F. Campbell be permitted to return
from Fort Bragg, N C., to
marry her Oct. 8. The U S.
Army said no

L.
strongest, quietest, best
built Fords in history. Choose from luxurious new LTD's, sporty Xl.'s, stylish
Galaxies, Customs and wagons.

18 Fords: The

HOMES
MOBILE
New 12 Widen - 3 11cIrma.
Only $3695
New 10 Wide. - 2 Bdrms.
Only $2995
USED, AS LOW AS

popular every year
1967 Fairlane 500 Hardtop—the car that gets sportier and more

Thunderbird'
1967 Thunderbird Four, I loot I andau-one of three all-new

first ... to be first.
All-new hardtop, convertible and fastback 2 + 2. Mustang is longer, wider,
sportier than ever. And mire than ever
designed to be designed by you.

3 Mustangs: Bred

Unique, exciting, the
ultimate in luxury. There are two new

3 Thunderbirds:

two-door models, and for the first time
in history ... an elegant new four-door.

Better Ideas from Ford for '67...
seiectshirt Cruise-O-Matic transmissiOn that
shifts automatically mil manually ... auto-

Big-car roominess and
performance in a lean middleweight. You
can pick from exciting XL's and GT's,
convertibles, smart sedans and wagons.

matic door locking ...Comfort-Stream Ventilation that lets you close windows, yet he
refreshed by a silent flow of air... adjustable
Tilt-Away Steering Wheel .., automatic
speed control for foot-free turnpike cruising
Doorgate on wagonsIlliat swings
Out for people encl down for cargo. And for
'67, Ford Motor Company Lifeguard-Design
.sefetv features are standard on all models.
Ride Ford's new wave for '671

13 Falrlanes:

Low price and big economy combined with new luxury. Some
people even call them short limousines.
Choose from classy Sports and Club
Coupe, sedans and wagons.

10 Falcons:

$1498
rree

Delivery and Set-Up

GREEN ACRES
MOBILE HOMES
Hwy. 51 By-Paaa
Union City, Tenn.
885-5874

PARKER MOTORS
Muiray, Kentucky

You're ahead in a

{CRUM
MUSTANG•FALCON.
FORD • T04104NRBIRD

---------.1'

"WOillfte

•

AiMAD OF WOG
SOUR OR —He* in dateniresel
to run ita Maio 011 isikeitska ao et
midnight Miley when the nahon
WWII ail deyUght ening lime trainmen base been listrusend to pull
Soto the nears* station sod wait
for an hour.

"miss"
DOGE REBELLION

CRASH KILLS 01X
EPI — rive
Medi end saa 11.year-old boy were
galled Saturday when • Lockheed
HIAISUIL. alrtfliart Gliilbed -while approaching Tenant Creek Antwilda
300 miles south of Daman. The
plane awe an • 1:11111.11111A gamey
1451.2012 and the buy. 11012 CIL
reorient Creek butcher. was bdieved to bave gon aimeit for the rite
with the surveying party.
ADELAIDE, Aug*

HAM 100AY,GONE TOM01120w LS the situation with Beetle
Jabs Lemma at Lunebe-rg Beata West Gornany. Se got
for Ws role 111 Me comedy -How I Won the War.*

arlipea

t.11111111111111111111111111111IIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIHMUUMMIWIIIIIIMMINININEY•

Po2:1(NChops

39c

lb.

I.G.A.

MATCHLESS

RIB
STEAK

79L

69c

DRINK
46-0a. Lan

vs.
st.

No. 111:1 (

231

1.(..A.

WALDORF
SIM

•7'.11) Kitt 11 NI

Tissue

Shortening

379, 69c
‘..erted Flavors

4-Roil Peek

I tn

3-Lb

29c

F
0
R

E
INE

APPLES
air

1

- off -

FISH STICKS

POTATOES

3

10-Lb. Bag

kit

39.A
FOLGER'S INSTANT

SPAGHETTI

COFFEE

I

10-0a. Jar

3
tee

$1•19

in•

VI -41E1

am
we
Ouantity Purchases Limited
s.
%heir. Price Good Through 1 uesdai. Orto bet' 4. 1966 —
i
ee
mi
.any customers =
to thank their
= MAnaerment and Enripiolees of Jim Adams IGA want
Anniversary a great Z
3rd
their
making
for
(Aunt.
allowav
we
(
Z And friends of Murray and
SE
.1,
.10
MI
MI
MI
.1 I
MI
MI 1

TEti SET IS
THE WINNIA 01 1-11i "11 11 LING SJILVILIt
IN MI RR.%1*
ISIS. SHEEHY SI IT) l OF III tOSON STREET
I.G.A. - 12-0s. ('an
I.G.A. - 1 -Lb. Sox

hiCrackers

1

'

Lost year's biggest selling Dodge gets all
freshened up. ell sharpened
for another big assault on Ow drab Siege
and dull V8s. And you know what we mean The ones you've
had enough . You're ready for Coronet. You're
ready to move out of that deep rut and into a car with
class, dash.
ond lots of it-with your choice of o slick Six or 4
great Veo.
Thofs Coronet lot 67.
-

RED (lOSS

")75

w•
iv.
vi•
im
vie

Advance and be recognized. We know you. YOU
'e '67 Coronet.

RED

M.

5

'67 CORONET

I.G.A.

JON JITH IN or
YELLOW DELI(101

4:

Fresh off the drawing board with an arsenal of powerful new
ammunition. Bigger. Longer.
Sharper. Hot new Dodges to back the attack on dull driving. Dart,
Coronet, Polara, Monaco,
Charger. Check them out today. The Dodge Rebellion will get you if
you don't watch out.

CHILI

BACON

-C

ERATI

CF-N-IlER CUT

a

23c DRINKS ea. 9ct
MN 1
—1
all

I may - 14-(t.

I OLGERS - 1 Lb I an

MI ,
MI .
MI 1
OM
GM
fm
..
Om
.=
Ms
..
Wm
.m.
Um
ffm
m.

I.
KM
O

19c
75c Cats,In
!COFFEE
a
IBaby Food 9c Drink 4i89c I...
a
iM1LK 4for 69c Detergent 81c1
49c
19c Chips
Dinner
-

TROPI-C4L-1.0 ORANGE -

••• J 1K

Gatlin,

Wow! Who goes there?
'67 Dodge Dart. That's who.

3

Thot's Dart, oil nght—totc new Through-ond-throvgh new
New long, low silhoopoo.
New plush interiors. New easy-to-read. eosv4o-ooerafe
dash instrunientalicsa. News
perfoononce, too. With a choice of engines from the
supersmooth
170-cu.-in. Six to the 273-cu.-in. 4-bbl. VEI. Not to mention
a host
of new safety features. But themeo's one thing you'll
recognize about '67 Dart-its low price It's still got
compoct written all over it. Why resist? Enlist.
Dorf for 1967.

MI
.M. l
MI

•

=

- Giant Size

PET I:% IPORATED - Tall (an

t. POTATO -Twin Bag%

GIN

.1M

.1.11

11•••

=
MS I

RICAN') RONELE.SS ROLLED
II /MEI'

K1JS FRESH - Dozen

Doughnuts53c Roast
RAG OR TO I

!

99lb 2;
C

I WI hi

:
11
P
.M.

DogFood649c Backs
JURGEN'S - Bath Size

ft ir

(stunt Pkg.
I II tKlllN - Gi

S

FISOAP ea. 10c Napkins 2i 21c1
—

We Sell Traveler's Express Money Orders

'67 MONACO
Fyll speed ahead.
Monaco, flagship of the '67 Dodge fleet.
If you're determined to go flirst-cobin in '67, ftere's the way
to
... Monaco. [orb's? Everywhere. Everything a luxury-lowsr ever loo4410r-even
oPtionclf
vinyl-covered bucket seats and headrests. if you wish. Plus the power
of rho
standard 383 cu in V8 up to the 440-Magnum, optional at extrb cost,
to put you ahead of Ph. pock.

1967 MODELS NOW ON DISPLAY.

Dodge
41h. CHRYSLER

"The Dodge
Rebellion
wants you"
Enter the big Dodge Rebellion
'Winner's( hoiee" Sis4enpstaket.
See your Dodge Dealer for details.

er
DODGE DIV/SION t

E

IT'S THE TOTAL ON THE TAPE ThAT COUNTS!

MOTORS CORPORATION

3

303 Smith 4th Street

TAYLOR MOTORS inc.

NIurray. Bente( kv

•
-

•

•

•
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PAM NINE

• THEY'RE HERE
THE 1967 CARS FROM
CHRYSLER CORPORATION

7

And
They
CHRYSLER NEWPORT

I NIP HU U.

ALL

)

Have
Chrysler
Corporation's
DODGE MONACO

5 Year
50,000 Mile

Warranty+
*See Taylor Motors
for Details

OPEN

OPEN
Friday Evening
'TILL 9p.m.

Thursday Evening
'TILL 9P•m•
•

Come See The '67 Cars From Chrysler Corporation
WE HAVE CARS TO SUIT MOST ANY REQUIREMENT

SEE THE '67s DURING OUR BIG SHOWING - SEPT. 29th & 30th
See Them All At
3

—

Alft..OR MOTORS

stakes.
or de-

"WEST KENTUCKY'S TRANSPORTATION CENTER"
4th and Poplar
5th and Poplar
Phone 753-1372

•

4.

;
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SHOTS ALONG WALL

- That earthen borBISILLN
es gum* ewly Battambiy fired 25
wibmalktrineweet arts from a tower
okay the ansirioen 1.110tor border,
alatinegenne a Weans nista= patrolmen, priare reported The cusKentucky fermets and eillt-huel- tom an bad C. teas cover With
Embers guards
nem people will have an egipartunatt 711 police deg
to hear mouteting problems. trends. easeeilid the border area tor 10
and palandah clanumed an October minutes tu an
apparent hunt for
Leant
4 at the Sheraton HOME
rallagees. but none were found.
yak AL ChM U13111, Kaiagigigkra Dast,,

Park Market* Oantaimies and
akjaeing
Worintagwill be held
apanaoren by the Commence* Oros.
Minion on AtrutalbreThe Kentucky Depoztenent 01 legraeolune and Lts) University of Kantacky are (3:operating with the
avant. es es the U 8 Department
at Agriculture. The Prorallog and
Marto/gig Cceamidele at ihe Oammuseum an AgnotOura S. hedping
to plan the prqgrean Aitiert ChM.
rancy ?WM, 16 OOmMIttee damn.
man.
tiovernor Bread= will open the
proven et 10 a. in_ inth Dr Her.
did Breimeyer. U. & Department
Agnoulture, Welth11511030n, D. C.
adhactuied to gem the keynote midis& His kph UM be "Agrecollure's
OtangIng Mialifititeg libueture.'
Dr. Robert OM& Deportment at
Agricultural Mameaka. UnnenttY
at Kentucky wig she appear at See
morning anselme. Me will speak an
"Kantesdry"e Agrietilmal Mbrbsting
System-Same LAMMIlans mid OppartimillIni" Omega Ilidigen. sedaft Secretary et Agriculture.
Waleinglien. D. C. is to he the
tuntbson palm He wet week on
b.Oareatived UMW Pacing
.kmenran Agreculaffe." This Is expected to be a major farm policy
speech.

PLEASE," la what
p "'CHECK THE GAS. Olt, AND MUSHROOMS.
filling eta Ciao attendants M
Mrs. Tak Woo feels like ogling
Lite fungi growLOS Angeles a• late ponders the inuatiroon5wean to gat
lag from the floor ot her Mustang She Can't
them to stop sprouting, ehe attys.
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WELL, THE SIDEWALKS YOU MEAN
-ALL RI6iff, I'M SORRY FORE VERI
CI PUBLIC. YOU STAY ON
LEONI SPIED ON YOU AND
AS A
YOUR SIDE, I'LL
*46 YOUR CAA
'
STARTER.
MR. ORION. HOW LONG
STAY ON MINE/
THEREARE YOU GOING TO
JUST LIKE
STAY SORE AT ME?
i
AT

•I

1,4...4. h... -.04174/414-

WHO NeEDS A HUNK OF
MECHANICAL JUNK LIKE THAT?
I NEED YOU. ON ANY
TERMS ---1 NEED
YOU:
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TREMENDOUS SPECIAL PURCHASE
From Leading Dress Manufacturer
3000 YARDS REGULAR '1.29 45" STEVENS

NEW FALL & WINTER

•

GINGHAMS
Sensational purchase of surplus cottons from one of America's leading Dream

Manufacturers. Imagine,

brand new Fall and Winter 45" Stevens Waives Gingham; at this unbeltereable low, low price. New Fall
'66 patterns and colors, every yard first quality. Don't Miss this sensational Fall Gingham Buy!!
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MURRAY LOAN CO
MONEY HEADQUARTERS
SIM W Mani Street
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se
Census - Adults
Oeenue - Nursery
4
Agesissasees, sepiember 2$, ION
Jobeeme Walker, 1402 &man,
Murray, Mrs Mane lagetryt. iioute
1. Pennington, Mrs. Nem Oak
ilmathertnan sod baby girt Route
I. Hamel. Mr. James Howard McKinney. Route, Murray; Idea Anne
Harnett Harden. Mem afgey Jane
Puckett, Dexter. Mr.
. BSI Crouse,
400 80. 1133i Street. Murray, Mrs
Lula Mee Rcbertaan, 3011 80. 4th
etre*. Mimeo% Min Beme Mae
Perry. 407 No 1st Strut, Mk+
ray; Mr. Man W. Mae& Ftoute
I, Dexter. Mr. Cullen A. MOW.
$01 Bo. Iath Orem Murray; MR.
Helen Wolk Lyons., 212 Inez
Streak Iturfley; Kr. Jean,* Price
Rutaage, 211 Hr.aul Street, Murray;
Dimilmals, September 25. HMS
Atm Annie Naha. Route I.
IHrffel, Mr. Dix Dowdy. 311 No.
• Ettreet, Murray; Mrs Bertha
Dixon Route 1, Hanel. Mrs verna
zetarne,
Alma.
Mrs. diebera
Ncedecullsy. Ri.ute I.
14.4 Oaftimay
hae. Luelas
sitserag. Mrs. Ada swift. Route
S. illuivay.
PLANES

•

* 45 FAMOUS "STEVENS" GINGNAMS
COWLS
* BRAND NEW FALL PATTERNS AND
FINISH
* COMBED 4. MERCERIZED, DRIP-DRY

.'P'er
Inch

QUALITY
* EVERY YARD, EVERY BOLT FIRST
* OVER BM* YAK*S TO CHOOHE IOM
* SAVE Vie ON EVIEWY YARD!

EXTRA SPECIAL!
Reg.'1.99 Yd. Knit-Back

at
54" Vinyl Upholstery
this unnelteveable giveaway price Hurry, for
best selection!

ILLSOLT1121

interimillaggi esti domestic flights at
Loriden iliffeert iteturday merwyrint
Two Pan Anverioan ,lets Wane
ono and New York end Pen Trans
World airlines Jetliners from Wash
carton and Edle Meeks ewe tamed
to overfly Landon and so an to
Frankfurt. The fog lifted later.
LONDONHr - Pug snarled

or

maisissw isomsossmassiassmimmosimmaii•assib
LINDSEY'S JEWELERS
"Manufacturers of Diamond Rings"
Parts for Ali Electrir Shavers
Watch Reaamigag - Jewelry Olify•lkkag
A.
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'WOULD you like to know
vv how to Make incessica,
arrange flowers, build furniture, fix a leaky faucet, get a
stuck zipper to tip or entertain the children?
If coe
theme topics interests you. read an about it
In one of the new books mentioned here. The titles cover
a wide variety of subjects but
the books have one thing in
cornmon--each Is of special
Interest to women.
Mosaic Techniques by Mary
Lou Stribling (Crown):
Whether your ambition is
to make a mosaic table top or
a masterpiece, this book
should help you on the way.
A very thorough and detailed how-to volume, it has
456 illustrations, t w o of
which are reproduced here,
that offer step-by-step instructions on how to proceed.
Just a fast flip through offers idea aplenty for making
mosaics with beach pebbles,
bits of colored glass, bottle
chips, shells, seeds, even egg
shells and dried citrus skins.
Flower Arrangements to
Copy by Tat Shthno (Doubleday ):
If you "Aide' flowers in a
vase b ecau•e you're all
thumbs when it comes to arranging them, this Is the
book for you.
It begins with 12 short and
simple rules for success, provides a short glossary of
terms, then gets to the subject-100 sketches of arrangements you can copy outright
or adapt to your needs. Zech
Is accompanied by a list of
the materials used.
Simplicity characterise* the
arreagementa. You're apt to
be pleasantly surprised at
the strikingly artistic effect
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No matter what anyone
says, furniture-making calls
for a certain flair.
If you have it—and a copy
of this book — you should
wind up with furniture in
which you can take reel
pride.
The bock offers step-bystep instructions for 110
pieces, ranging from a simple
shelf (a good kick-off project
for the beginner) to more involved cabinets and storage
units.
Praiettcal Home Repair For
Women by Bruce Cassiday
(Taplingeri:
If you don't know a ratchet
from rope-form caulking this
is a reference volume for
your shelf.
Written in question-answer
form, it tells the lady of the
house how to cope with common home front crises -leaky faucets, blown fuses,
vibrating electric fans.
One nice thing about this
volume Is that the author
clearly advlises professional
help for complex repairs that
would baffle anyone but a licensed member of the
plumber's or electrician's
union.
How To Flx Almost Everything by Stanley Schuler
(Dolphin Books):
From A (acoustical tile) to
Z (zipper 1 this dictionary of
mend, repair and refurbish is
a handy-to-have guide that
tells how to put the fix on all
things — clothing
sorts
seams, wobbly poets, blinking
fhiorestient tubes, eta. etc.
etc.

of
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PAGE ELEVEN

The Kenbadey Water Rewuroes
ensure auffinient water for a
authority in the State Natural Re- number of Kentucky cities by consources Department Is taking steps traOting for
storage aPace ii pmposed Red River, Green River and
1141.011111h Reservoirs.

yoi can achieve with just one
daffodil or a single pink rose
and a few well-placed leaves.
How To Make Wood Furnishings For Your Home by
Mario Dal Tabbro (McGraw-

of

MURRAY, IIENTOCZY

FARRIS'

White House Grocery
1608 West Main Street
— STOP,.SHOP and OOMPARE —
EVERYDAY LOW PRICES

Areas Gannird—isoidier, farmer.
Be.* preaoher and poLitician —
um Ike only governor of Kentucky
to he elected for two conaeoutive
terms.
Orem:sup County is named for
Christopher Greyamp, third governor of Kentucky.

WIDE SELEC'TION OF PLAIN AND FANCY
GLAZED FLOWER POTS
— OPEN ON SUNDAY -Phillips 66 Gas & OH
Open 7 Days a Week "III 7:00

4111111111111111111111111111111111PIMMIEMIMMIM1164

CLOAK AND DAGO. * Ma
Hans Torte (above) labeled
his dismissal by the CiA as
an "arbitrary action" and
accused the agency of operating "in a manner that us
beyond the law of the Wei"
Danish-born Torte, 56. got
the gate for taking claasitted
dovii•nents to his $8.5.000
home in the Georgetoyyn &WY
Uon of Washingtos.

You Are Cordially Invited To Attend Our . .

TAT SHINNO puts the finishing touches to one of the
"Flower Arrangements to Copy" featured in bar new book.
Now What Shall We Do?
by Emily Ft. Dow (Barrdws):
Any book of quotations
should carry this famous one:
"W h a t can we do now,
mother" It's something all
children say sooner or later,
summer or winter, indoors or
out, and they say it plain-

1967 Showing

tively and peruistently.
When this question is asked
In your house, turn to Mrs.'
Dow's book for some answers.
The book abounds with
novel make-it-yourself projects and suggests countless
games that are fun to play.
There are special ideas for
holidays and seasons.

Of All The New 1967
OLDSMOBILE

and PONT1ACS

Thursday,September 29th.1966
ur —

FOWL
Former 111011
chicken restaurateur Loftier
Maddest and lus wife look at
• computer card in Atlanta
showing him pulling into
runoff with former Gov. Ellis
Arnall for the Democratic
nomination for governor in
the Georgia primary. Maddox to the restaurateur who
went out of Dustmen rather
.than desegregate. *mall Is
known as a Mara/
THIS liot% -TO photograph from "Mosaic Techniques"
shows way to nail down copper strip to make fish outline.

Sanders-Purdom
Sign Up For a Brand New 1967 Pontiac of Your Choice
To Be Given Away November 10th

THE OUTLINE is filled in with beads plebe and ghee
squares. Now mosaic is ready to asilles anus a wall!

THIS MOMENT ON ...IT'S OLDS FOR '67!
. -FROM

This Is Your Invitation

the Rocket Action Cars
are out front again!

TO ENJOY THE FINEST IN MUSIC . . .

Join The Murray Civic
Music Association Today
Wonderful plans have been made for the coming season to bring you the very best in
outstanding musical entertainment. Murray CMA members may attend the concerts
in Paducah, Martin and Paris, through a re ciprocal agreement.
Murray Series:

Totally-new Delmont 38_
lowest-priced SS series!

New Custom models
highlight Delte 88 lineup!

live-car
Cutlass Supreme eeriest

Again in 1967:
Look to Olds for the New!

Looks expeossisv, bet it's sot.
Delmosa 88 prices actnall,
start below was,models with
"low price sessees." Fear to
choose from. All with proved
88 chassis, brakes and seapeissien. 330- or 42.5.cubioinch Rocket V-8 Engine.

Toe New Delta 88 Custom
models art the last ward In
Both are highlighted
h the distinctive Tarawa*
leak. Belk frith a 4.25-ralsicinch Soper Rocket V-8 Esgess. And all veers at as
easy-ping Olds 88 price.

Olds brisk, a sew keel ef
luxury to the low-price field:
Five sunspaces Cutlass
Supreme models! Lavish
Sires° Seat interiors. Velvety
ceibsprisug rids. Smooth
Jetfire Rocket V-8 perform /MCI. FOINIOUS Olds finality!

Look for • new, firChiliP41
engiseering first like Climatic Combustion Control. Look
for a X4I L'H V Transistorized ignition System. New
Stereo Tape Player. New
frost disc brakes. Pins other
features, available for '67/

•

-1•44," argrywr

AMERICAN FOLK BALLET - OCTOBER 23rd-10 Dancers, Singers
and Orchestra.
WILLIAM WARVIELD - DECF.MRER 5th — Disti tiguiebed
Atherican Baritone.
CHAMBER SYMPHONY OF PHILADELPHIA — JANUARY
23rd - 36 Virtuoso Musicians.

NI,

•

.*•

•

Paducah Series:

•

\ 44,
•
;
'-o•-:•11.4 • .43,,

.

.
S

LIEBESIIDER WALTZES - 0(1'. 19 — GOLDOVS KY
GRAND OPERA THEATRE - NOV. 28 — FOUR
GO DANCING - FEB. 7th — INDIANAPOLIS SY
MPLIONY ORCHESTRA - FEB. 27.

Martin Series:
GEORGE LUCTENBERGI, HARPSICHORDIST - 0 CT.
20 — JORGE MOREL, CLASSICAL GUITAR JAN. 31 — EASTMAN BRASS QUINTET - MAY 2.

This season promises to be the finest in yea rs . . . so don't delay . . . call in
to headquarters t9day or mail the coupon below w ith your remittance. Cartipaign headquarters is in the Bank of Murray, telephone 753 -7350. Admission to all Concerts
is by membership card only . . .
DON'T MISS OUT . . . JOIN CIVIC MUSIC TODAY!!
Adult Memberships - $7.50
Students - '4.00

JOIN NOW!!

MAIL

THIS

C01 PON

TODAY!!

MURRAY CIVIC MUSIC

Don't Miss Out
Membership Drive Ends
dis
on Saturday, October 1

1••

Hank of Murray. Murray, Kentucky
Enclosed Ls my check or money order In the amount
01 $
for
- adult memberships at 87.50 each and
—
memberships at $4.00 each.

•••
Guttort Hial,Cay

Student 1
tavabaagile CeV00
,Way ao 44••••
taroated *alb,ibaarir
40.00 tam, IWO ft., caw a
ay.
ak
•••• iburao amal,t oaAigs
•700".(if ovsew.a. mem, ,taraf raar
epi.e.ramr..
to. spa,'I...—.01•••••• toe 1,1

NAME

•

ADDRESS
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'67 OLDSMOBILE

SANDERS-PURDOM MOTOR SALES

—lit TOM MAW DIMAIMIlt MAN- TIN MAN 11/1•0
1413 fmgyrgme mom°. NIFTY

nemr• MITA
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Trooper Tests
Done Now On
Local Level

•••••

Ify MAO ESOWIIMI
ALLBur has been a deaeery 11111011 ancient times
when it was caught in tie
fjords and firths. The Engle
called it butte—the middle
English word for flat fish or
flounder and reserved it for
feasts. Hence their holy-daybutte eventually was streamlined into halibut
Firm. white - fleshed and
flavorful, it is still a treat,
lending itself to • variety of
recipe,
Before you pack the outdoor grille away, try Halibut
Steaks with Barbecue Sauce.
For indoor cookery, add.
Lemon - Glazed Halibut and
Halibut Steaks with Sour
Cream to your repertoire.

H

GRILLED HALIELFT STEAK
VCR
WITH BAZBZCUE
1 lb. halibut steaks, fresh
or !roses
Juice of 1 law&
•e. salad oil
tsp salt
•toik pepper
% tap. dry mustard
71 frosts, defrost halibut.
Combine remaining ingredients. Pees ewer bsM.Omer dish: lit asertasia 4 Mars.
Place aa well-gressed grill
over low, glowing* ends. Grill
10 nun. TUF0 and grill 10 min.
more, or until fish is completely white and flakes sway
when tested with a fork.
Baste frequently with marinade during grilling. Serve
with Barbecue Sauce. Serves 4_

WEDNESDAY — SEPTEMBER 28, 1988

1967 Chevrolet Impala Sport Coupe

Bassett said We were authoria
ad to erripioy one immured new
troopers by the 1966 General Assembly We feel that many young
men hme not shown interest in
beconung State Podium= bsomos
of the barriers erected by us. The
dissapee and time involved in Mara* to Prank:fort, we fed. is dabentiraging to many: therefore, we
tnim to
are sending a recr=ot
young
each past hoping to
men who want the gallon and the
challenge oi a career ,n modern day
law enfomenstint."

Melt ground saffron
% pt. (1 e.) 'our cream
If from. defrost halibut.
.Till bug& skillet with 11•
In. boiling water; add salt.
halibut
Lower
into boiling
BARBECUE SAUCE
water; reduce heat; at:rimer
1 medium onion. chopped 10 min. or until halibut is
2 tbsp. salad oil
white and flaky.
2 tsp. salt
Remove with spatula and
•tsp. monosodium
lift out center bone. Set
glutarnate
aside to cool.
, pepper
% tat)
Meanwhile, dissolve gela1 e. tomato juke
tin in 1 c. boiling water; re1% tsp, flour
frigerate until syrupy.
2 Mop. catsup
Add saffron to sour cream;
1 tbsp. sugar
fold into gelatin. Spoon over
1 Map. Worcestershire
cooled halibut spreading
SLUM
evenly with spatula, _Garsush
% tsp. dry mustard
with few sprigs of dill; redissolved in 1 flop. frigerate until coating is firm.
warm water
Serves 6.
1 tsp. vinegar
HALIBUT STEAKS
In large saucepan. Naiad
WMI SOUR CREAM
chopped or.ion in salad oil.
2 Ilsa half bu t steaks,
When onion is tender, add refleish or frown
m
ingredients;
maining
% pt. Alf Worn
well.
I asp. salmed chives
Heat thoroughlv;
I asp. pander
over grilled halibut steaks
% UP. WIWI
Makes 1 11 c. sauce or
1 tsp. troika dried
enough for a servings.
Lartagsa
dOt
LIMON-GLAZED
I tap.
1 tip. sip inns
HALIBUT
JLJI
2113s. halibut steak;
% IIP.
If Maw defrost halibut
fresh or frozen
2g
slah
akif
i=lr
in greased
Bolling water
pan.
tap. salt
Clageliss remainine lure1 ;Az. lemon-flavored
dilate; weal over halibut
gelatin
adwater,
HassH preheated 350 Ti
boiling
1 e.
oyes for al asia. Barns 6.
ditional

Un

•V
llse 19 Chevrolet mod.ls in the series for 1967 are entirely new in appearance with freshly styled

fenders, hood, grille, bumpers and taillamps. Bright fender srap-arounds extend grille styling on all
models, while fender lamps are featured in the crap-around area on Caprice models. The exclusiye
new sport coupe roof line (above) stresses fastback styling with the rear window blending into the
deck in an unbroken line. A four-way hazard flusher is non standard equipment on all '67 Chevrolets.
Dealers throughout the nation will display the new Chevrulas on !"cptoinlit r '29.

Re further Mated that no requirements were being lowered. but
ChM the contact between the young
non wanting to become a State
Trooper and the State Palace would
hexane mush easier with the hoped
tor result being more applioanni.

DI

B(

The State Police liet these quell.
V Mewls for trouper candle:late:

•
•

•

frij
r7L

United States citizenekilp
Residency in the State of
Kentucky
Muurnum age 21 to Maximum
age 31
Minimum height of 5 ft 914
in and mintmian wdeht
of 150 pound&
Graduation from high schwa
school or pooreaskin of en
equivalent eclumeksi.

Apnlannti-mum also peas plays&
cal physical agility and Cheroot&
examiner-lora and have a mild Ken.
tacky Operator's License
illoccessful spptkants will be on.
Owed trienechately and after esdRata fro Cadet School. will be
plaid at. she various poets across
the 21111e.

III

(:4

These eactiminauceis ere to qualify personnel for a mist dam soon
to bemn at the State Pohoe Training Amelerny in Pncet, Ken-

•
•

e

I.(whack roof line distinguishes

FRANKFORT, Ky. September H.
— Kentucky State Police Directo,.
Jernes E Bassett, today announced
gut young men wishing to became
State Troopers win no longer have
to make the rtip to Fre:Mort to
wee the neceasary tests. Testing
at potential troopers Is now being
done on the local level at the kcal
State Police Barracks.

AN APPETIZING dinner platter features three Lemon-Glazed Halibut Steaks. The die
licked isggisg is made with a pinch of saffron, sour cream, gelatin, dill for garnisla
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saygD ey sant gars—The auto is crushed oetoeen tv.o trucks on a freeway near CleveMad, but Glenn Kessel, 53 his wife Kathleen 49, and son Glenn Jr., 16. of Canal Fulton,
Okla escaped with only cuts and bruises. They had Ned* seat belts fastened.
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l
tent

BEFORE BAKING. .our cream, chive/. parsley, pepper
and tarragon are spread over flavorful halibut steaks.
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DONALD WATSON,
and the Staff of Holcomb Chev rolet

Invite Yo u To Their
OPEN HOUSE
Celebrating The New
With an Impala Sport Coupe you can get all

the comforts of home,maybe even more.

1967 CHEVROLET
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Thursday, Friday and Saturday - 7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
FEATURE ATTRACTION

-COME EARLY - - - STAY LATE-

FArrything news happening now...at your Chevrolet dealer's
16 5t51

Holcomb Chevrolet
--""Ilia"."'
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Holcomb Chevrolet
South 12th Street

l't•••ne 753-261-7
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THE NEW CAMARO

added safety: CM-developed energy-absorbing steering column,
dual master cylinder brake system with warning light,
energy-absorbing instrument panel, four way'hazard warning flasher, plum many others.
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GIFTS FOR ALL
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South 12th Street
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COFFEE AND DONUTS WILL BE SERVED

New styling that speaks beautifully for itself. More things to add
than ever before: A new stereo tape system. Comfortron automatic
heating and air conditioning. Front disc brakes. A better CruiseMaster control system. Plus all the power you could want in a car:
up to 427 cu. in. available in Chevrolet's exclusive Turbo-Jet V8.
And,standard with every new Chevrolet, a new road feel thanks to
improved Full Coil suspension. You really should see the new,
Chevrolets. Very soon.
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Starting Thursday, September 29th, 1966

Everything new that could happen...happened?
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